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工 Introduction.
The helminthosporiose of rice plant is a disease， common and widely 
distributed in Japan. It is caused by a fungus，昂lmintltostorium0ヴ'zae
B 阻 DA de H ω (' ∞，)， a刷n吋dis c伽ha加訂r悶凶act伽
d副is民c∞olor吋 sp伊ot包s0叩nthe leaves， and a velvet-like blackening of the culms and 
glumes. The brown Spots are not limited in number; and under certain 
conditions， there is a veη， rapid production of new spots. The disease，出ere-
fore， frequently becomes epiphytotic upon its host， and may cause a serious 
loss. 
It is our purpose in the present paper to bring toge出erand summarize 
the work of the previous authors upon this disease and to add something 
from our own observations and experiments. Although a litle has been ad-
ded， inthe way of description of 1;he disease， the main 0吋ecthas been to 
leam more details regarding the morphological and physiological characters， 
and Iife history of the causal fungus with relation to the disease. Publication 
has been made in other papers (N悶 KADOand M1YAKE '18， '20， '21). of de-
vices for its control. 
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n. History. 
The first authentic report of the helminthosporiose of rice plant is that 
of S. HORI ('01)， who in 1892 found the disease on the glumes of rice in the 
suburbs of Tokyo. In 1893， according to him， the disease occurred on leaves 
of rice grown in the uplands of Tokyo， Totigi and Okayama prefectu陀s，and 
in 1889 a widespread outbre此 wasreport:d in many prefectures，ーOkayama，
Hyogo， Hirosima， Kagawa， Tottori， Simane， Kumamoto， Saga and Fukuoka. 
He gave the disea詑 thename of “Ine no Hagare・byδ"meaning the leaf 
blight of rice plant， and ascribed the causal fungus to HelmintllOsporium 
Oヴ'saeMIYABE et HORI， n.sp・
G. KOROSAWA ('∞) repo巾 dan extensive occurrence of rot in the seed-
ling of the rice plants， inbulletin N o. 39 issued by the agricul加rals促 iety
of Sizuoka Prefecture. He called the disease under the name of “Naiyake" 
or“Y oung rice plant rot." About the same time the disease w田 foundand 
studied by T. NISHIDA at Okayama and 1. lTo at Sizuoka. And later， Ku-
ROSA W A ('11) published an English resume of his paper of the above men-
tioned bulletin. 
Meanwhile G. YAMADA ('lIa， 'IIb)陀portedthe occurrence in japan of 
Sdero，乎oramacro，ザoraSACC. causing “Ookwa-isiku・byo"or yellow-dwarf-
ing of the rice plant. He also attributed the cause of the disea記， hitherto 
known as“Naiyake-byo" occurring in Sizuoka-Prdとcture，to the Sclerospora 
fun思IS.
1. MIYAKE ('09， ' 10)， inhis studies upon the fungi of the rice plant in 
Japan， described the occurrence and wide distribution of the disease caused 
by品 Imintltosporium0ヴ'zatM1YABE et HORI. 
S. HORI (' 1 3)， ina pa戸 onimpo巾 ntdiseases of the rice plant， said that 
the disease hitherto called “Ine no Hagare-byo" really consisted of three 
different diseases. They a制r悶e:(ο付1)“I恥neno G白。ma凶
like leaf b均1日lig泡h同tの)caused by 正昂台{el.仰'mintlto，毛伊torium0;りワ伊，ぽ'zaeM阻IYABEet H恥OR則1，パ(2)
“Ine no Sira・hagare-byo"(the white leaf blight) caused by Bacit/us 0ヴ'8at
HORI et BoKURA and (3)“Ine no Oohansei-isiku-byo" (the yellow spotting 
dwarf) caused by Sc!erospora macroザoraSACC. 
In 1916， K. HARA ('16) repo巾 dthe overwintering of the causal fungus 
of this disease， on the infected grains of rice. Two years later， he (HARA 
'18) published a somewhat detailed account of this dise蹴 inhis “Di民間S
of the rice plant." 
N. SUEMATU (' 19) published his investigation of the result of the artificial 
culture of Hdmintltosp01'均mOヴ'8at，in 1919・ And出enhe reported on出e
helminthosporiose-resisting varieties of rice (SUEM日 u'21). and the relation 
be抑制 grassesand品 '/mintlto，伊'orium0ヴ'zae(SUEMATU '20). 
The p陀sentwriters (N悶 Kω0&MIYAKE '18， '20， '21) have been engaged 
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in the continuous study of this subject since 1915， and between the years 
1918-1921， have published (白凶 in]apanese and later in English) an article 
on the treatment of rice seed with hot water as a preventive of the helmin-
thosporiose. They also issued on the treatment of rice seed with copper 
sulphate solution. 
II. Symptomo of the Dioease. 
All parts of the rice plant， inal stages of development， are subject to 
attack of this disease. The symptoms di民raccording to the difft!rent pa巾
that are afft!cted. Leasions tend continuously to increase in number. The 
disease first appears on the foliage leaves， and then on al the aerial parts. 
The spread of the disease is verγrapid and the infection may quickly run 
through a whole field. 
Syt.吟tomsonfol.ぬ~e leaves: 
The helminthosporiose appears on the foliages. Spots upon the foliages 
are most common and attract most attension， whence the term“Gomahagare-
byo" or the “sesame-like leaf blight" are given. The primary evidence of 
the disease is seen on young， green leaves， inthe form of small pin-head-
like brown areas， which lIlay be seen from both surfaces， but more distinctly 
from the lower (or outer) surface. 
The progress of the disease is veη， rapid; and the spots may be noticed 
within 24 to 48 hours after inoculation. They enlarge gradually， and be-
(:ome dark-brown， 1.5-2.0 mm. long， 0.5-0.75 mm. broad. They are edged 
with yellowωyellowish halo. They rapidly increase in number; and from 
some thirty to three hundreds spots may be observed in a single leaf. The 
spots finally reach a length of 5 mm.， and by reason of the coalescence of 
many， become irregular in shape. The central parts of the spots take on a 
grayish discoloration. The leaves heavily infected， gradually perish from the 
tips and become grayish brown. lt is not， however， always the case that 
al parts of a leaf-blade perish at one time， but one half of a blade only， on 
which large spots are formed. On the dead parts of an infected leaf or in 
the center of a large spot， there is a町 IVI匂 appearance. (Plate 111 and IV) 
Symp.抑制 onseed/i1tgs: 
When the rice grains have germinated and seedlings become 2-3 cm. 
high， they are attacked by the disease. The damage to the cotyledons is 
veη， noticeable; and their tips become brown or dark brown. According 
to the result of our germination test 12.5 % of the seedlings are affected by 
the disease (N聞 KADO& MIYA師、。). After this， spots are observed on the 
foliage leaves; when the disease is termed “Naiyake-byδ" or“young rice 
pl却 trot" (KUROSAWA '∞， '11). 
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Symptoms on cu/ms bザ"orelteaゐ'tgs.旬rge:
ln the case of serious in会ctionat a rather early stage， by the middle 
of August， the heads may be unable to escape from the sheathes of the flag 
leaves， and so・perishwithout developing. In some cases the head may 
emerge， but it wi1l be bent and distorted in various ways. Culms， which 
are thus seriously infected， are in many ca民sfound to have started from a 
single stump. The blighted culms become yellow， then pale brown， and at 
last dark brown， the surface being covered with conidiophores of a velvety 
ap戸arance. (Fig. 1， B and C， and Fig. 2 of Plate IIl， and Plate lV.) 
Symptoms 0現況ecksザtheheads: 
The disease appears on the neck of the heads， at the end of September 
and beginning of October. The lesions a問 firstobserved on or near the lowest 
joint of rachidis， asbrown or gra対shbrown spots of 5 mm.， and later enlarge 
to 30-40 mm. The neck-lesions caused by this disease are in some degre白
similar to出e“rottenneck" (NISlKADO ' 17) caused by Piriclllaria Oryzae 
BR. et CAV.， but may be easily distinguished as follows: 
Colour 
Surface 
Curve 
Lesions caused hy 
Helmint"osporjum 0η.ae 
Brown colour. 
Velvety， i目印med匂re旬.
Infected head fal1s down with lax curve 
(like parabola)・
Lesions caused hv 
Piricula巾 Oワf.ae
Black ∞lour，以leastin later period. 
Smooth. 
lnfected bead falls down with somewhat 
acute curvt:. 
S抑 'tptomson glumes: 
On the glumes， this disease pre民ntsone of the most attractive and well 
known s戸nptoms. The infections on the glumes generally begin near the 
joint of the outer and inner glumes， and the lesions spread出ewhole叩rface
of the glumes. The infected glumes seem to be covered with blackish brown 
colored hairs. 
IV. Source of cultures， 
and method of isolation of the fungus. 
The cultures of正。lminthosporium0ヴ'zae，on which the following studies 
are bぉed，were obtained from diseased parts of rice plant. lt is very easy 
to isolate this fungus from the infected glumes or culms， on which the coni-
dia a陀 producedcopiously; but rather di飴cultto get it from the leaf spots. 
lt is preferable， for the isolation of the fungus from the leaf spots， tok僧 P
the spotting leaves in a moist Petri dish for one or two days， and to await 
the formation of the conidia. 
For tbe isolation， we・tookthe conidia directly from the diseased parts 
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with a flamed platinum needle and inserted them into 3 melted and moder-
ately cooled rice decoction agar tubes; and after shaking poured the contents 
into three sterilized Petri dishes. They were then kept in a temperature of 
25 to 30oC. for about 6 hours， when the germination of conidia became ob .
servable from the bottom side of the plates. After an incubation-period of 
one day， the fungus-colonies became visible to the naked eye. The colony 
originating from a single conidium， was trans会rredto a agar slant. From 
these transfers， the pure single-spore cultures were started. 
In this way many strains were isolated. Each of them is， inthis artic1e， 
designated as“Strain No. 45，"“Strain No. 63，" etc. The words “strain " 
is used to imply a difference in origin and not necessarily difference. in the 
morphology or pathogenecity. 
Strain λ70. 45・ Thiswas first isolated by one of the writers on Septem-
ber 29， 1916， from an infected glume of a rice plant， which was obtained 
at Kurashiki， Okayama-Prefecture. Al1 works have been done with the cult-
ure of this strain， although the other strains were used as control. In al1 
descriptions the strain NO.45 is meant unless otherwise stated in the text 
Strain No. 62， was isolated from a heavily infected rice culm on November 
18， 1918， atKurashiki. 
Strain No. 63， w笛 isolatedfrom sesame-like spots appearing on blight-
ed leaves on September 26， 1919， atKurashiki. 
Strain No. 83， was isolated from a spot found upon an infected rice leaf 
on October 17， 1919， atKurashiki. 
Strain Nos. I39， I40 and I4I， were sent to the writers from K. KURl-
BAYASI. They were isolated by him at the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment 
Station， Sapporo， from leaf spots obtained in October 1920. No. 139 was 
isolated from a leaf spot col1ected from Ozima; No. 140， from Hitaka; and 
No. 141， from ，Kamigawa. • 
Strain Nos. Ip. I43 and I#， were sent to the writers from K. KUWA-
DUKA， who isolated the former two strains at Komaba， Tokyo， inSeptember 
1917. The Strain N o. 142 was secured from an infected leaf of rice from 
Ehime-Prefecture， and No. 143， from Tokusima-Prefecture. No. 144 was iso-
lated from a rice seedling a佐ctedby “Naiyake・byo"at Sizuoka. 
Straz'nλ70s. I54， I55 and I6r， were isolated at Kurashiki in September 
1921; No. 1'54 and 161， from heavily infected culms; No. 155. from a leaf 
spot. 
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V. Morphological ch町 acters.
1. Conidiophores. 
A. On host: The conidiophores are stout， erect， and somewhat rigid 
hyphae， which arise in tufts of two to nve or more， usually through a stoma 
and rarely through the ruptured epidermis of the host plarit， and sometimes 
from mycelial hyphae creeping along the surface of an in会ctedgrain or a leaf. 
They are constricted at the points of passage through the epidermis or at the 
points of branching from creeping hyphae， and expanded into a more or less 
pronounced swelling immediately above these points. They are usualy not 
branched， though in some cases they are branched at the lower parts. The 
conidiophores are not at al or veη， slightly consticted at the septum; in 
color， dark olive in the lower parts， paler towards the tip， and' generally 
color1ess or veη， blight color at ends; in some cases bent and geniculated. 
Conidia are produced at each bent and at the apex， the lowest being 
the oldest or the自rstto appearじ， and are afterwards pushed to one side by the 
c∞on凶t“im肘 dgrowth of the conidiophore from just below the insertion of the 
conidia. The trace of the insertion of conidia are observable as dark colored 
scars of 2-3μwide， at each bent and at the apex. The number of conidia 
produced a particular conidiophore may be counted by the number of the scars. 
They vary between one to seven in number but are commぽlythree to five. 
Conidiophores formed on the glumes and leaves of rice plants are shown in 
Plate V. 
The conidiophores show considerable variation in size; the shortest of 
2∞conidiophores measuring 68.8μ， and the longest， 688μ. Practically al 
た1between 172 and 473μas shown in Table 1. The width of the conidio帽
phores varies with the width at the basal swollen cel1 and at the other cel1s. 
The width at the basal swollen ceIls varies 7.65 to 20・4μ，with a single ex-
<:eption of 22・95μThewidth at the next cel from the basal swol1en cell 
varies from 5.1 to 12.75 p. The single exception to this case is a conidio-
phore， which measured 15・3μinwidth. The minimum number of septa is 
2 and maximum， 26. The distribution of measurements in various classes 
of the variation will be shown in Table I. 
B. On cultural media: Several of the strains used in the experiments 
produced abundant conidiophores and conidia， on ordinary rice agar and on al 
the other media used， while in some strains produced veη， few or no coni-
diophores in any of the media used. For example， inthe case of strain No. 
83 no conidiophores at al were found， inspite of efforts were made to obtain 
them. 
The number of conidia formed on a single conidiophore varies from a 
minimum of one to a maximum of more than ten. The sympodial type of 
branching prevails. Jn Plate V are shown the representative ty戸sof coni-
. diophores produced on various media by strain No. 45・
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Table 1. 
Variation in leng也 of也econid.iophores of Helm伽thospo1'的制 Oryzae
formed on i旬 ho前 andcultural med.ia. 
Number measured. Number measured. 
Variation (A) (B) (C) (D) Variatioo (A) (B) (C) (D) 
(in叫) Leaves Steamed Steamed Steamed (in 1-) Leaves Steamed Steamed Steamed 
of nce malze corn 。f nce 百lalze coro 
the host. cylinders. leaves. starch. the host. cylinders. leaves. starch. 
43・0 一 一 一 E 309.6 6 4 z E 
51.6 一 一 E 318.2 8 E E 一
60.2 一 E 3 326.6 14待 7 2 一
68.8 E 6 5 335-4 6 3 E 一
77.4 。 一 6 4 344.0 4 3 。 一
86.0 I I 8 2 352.6 8 5 。 一
94.6 。 E 5 7 361.2 1I. 2 。 一
103.2 E 。 7 6 3句.8 2 5 I 一
111.8 E 2 6 7 378.4 7 2 一
120.4 。 b 6 6 387.0 4 3 一 一
129.0 2 9 5 7 395.6 5 4 一 一
137.6 E 6 4 7 404.2 5 。 一 一
146.2 2 10 4 6 412.8 3 I 一
154.8 I 10 6 10 421.4 2 E 一 一
1634 。 5 4 z 430.0 4 。 一 一. 
172.0 5 9 7 7 438.6 E 2 一 一
180.6 z 6 7 3 447.2 4 3 一 一
18g.2 7 9 7 2 455.8 I I 一 一
197.8 3 4 6 3 46~ト4 5 E 一 一
206.4 6 5 1 3 473.0 5 E 一
215.0 5 12 7 2 481.6 。 。 一 一
223.6 4 4 10 E 490.2 z I 一 一
232•2 3 11 3 E 498.8 白 E 一 一
2408 4 5 4 。 507・4 。 。 一
249.4 6 z 5 I 516.0 。 E 一 一
258.0 5 7 4 。 524.6 。 。 一 一
266.6 4 7 4 E 533.2 E E 一 一
275.2 9 z E 。 541.8 。 一 一
283.8 8 7 z E 550・4 E 一 一 一
292.4 6 4 3 。 一 。 一 一 一
301.0 4 3 4 。 688.0 E 一 一 一
Total. 200 200 160 100 
• ln h阻 vytrpes are shown the modes of the variation. 
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Table 1. 
Variation in wid也 andnumber of鴎 p也 of也.econidiophores 
of Helm伽 thospor伽 m Oryzae formed on its host and cul色uralmedia. 
Number of田pta. Widtb， attbe目∞ndcell from tbe base. 
Nnmber measured. Number measured. 
Variation 
(B) (D) Lea(vAe) s of Ste(a必m)ed 
(υ) 
Variation (A) (in且) Steamed 
Leaves of Steamed Steamed tbe bost. nce corn cylinders. starch. 
rIce com the host. cylinders. starch. 
5.10 E E 8 
E 一 一 一 6.375 29 13 39 
2 E 一 2 7.65 卯 54 46 
3 。 一 9 8・925 49 66 6 
4 z 4 20 10.20 23 53 E 
5 3 13 21 11.475 5 8 一
6 2 20 18 12.75 2 5 一
7 7 15 II 14・025 。 一 一
8 19 17 10 15・30 E 一 一
9 19 伺 4 Total. 200 200 100 
10 14 13 E Widtb， atthe basal swollen cel. 
11 20 12 E Number measured. 
Variation 12 19 13 3 
Idea(vAej Rof 
(s) _ I _ (u) 
(in 1) Steamed I Steamed 13 19 12 一 rIce I com the host. cyliロders.I starch. 
14 16 10 一
7.65 E z 16 15 II 7 一
16 16 8.9Z5 16 13 26 3 一
10.20 49 32 14 17 14 4 一
18 11・475 52 28 16 4 5 一
6 6 12.75 4
2 53 12 19 一
14.0:15 13 14 2 20 2 z 一
21 E 3 
15♂ 15 36 8 
16.575 4 5 E 22 2 E 一
17.85 5 16 4 23 。 一 一 19.125 。 。 z 
24 2 一 一 20.40 2 E 一
25 。 一 一 21.675 。 一 一
26 E 一 一 22.95 E 一 一
Total. 200 2C旧 100 Total. 200 200 100 
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Table II. 
Cons旬ntsfor leng也， wid也， and number of回p也 of也econidiophore圃
of Helm伽tlw申 oriumOryzae formed on i旬 ho前 andcultural me剖&
Sonr聞. M句n. 叫 I!山:.I MUimum.j deviation.  P'~"""'U， I 
Length. (in件)
A) Lea~s of the host. 314.115土 4.661 326.8 97.696土 3.285
B) 5teamed rice cylinde四. 246.56 土 3・913 215.0 97・395土 2.131
C) Steamed maize leaves. 118.77 土 4・373 206.4 70.503土 2.658
D) Steamed corn starch. 150.07 土 2.227 154.8 37・118土 E・455
Width， atthe second cell from the b田e. (inμ) 
A) Lenves of the host. I 9併 8土 0.115
B) Steamed rice cylindcrs. I 7・516土 ω65
D) Steamed corn starch. I 8♂6土 0.036
1.792土 0.077
E・349土 0.045
0.751土 0.025
Width， atthe加 a1swollen cel. (in!L) 
A) Leaves of the host. I 12品 9土 9.107
B) Steamed riωcylinders. I 12.87 土 0.119
D) 5t回 med∞rnstarch. I 1l.042土 0.187
Numl周rof septa. 
A) Leaves of the host. I 14瓜 5土 0.1句
B) Steamed rice cylinders. I 1l.875土 0.148
D) Steamed com starch. I 5・76土 0.142
2.242土 0.076
2.502土 0.084
2.565土 0.132
3・551土 0.120
3.111土 0.105
2.107土 0.191
688.0 
533.2 
369.8 
3句 .6
68.8 
86.0 
60.2 
43.0 
5.10 
" 
" 
7.64 
" 
" 
2 
4 
2 
Table IV. 
Varia色ionin leng也 of血econid.ia. of Helmintlwspol'抑制 Or1/zaeformed on i悩 hostand various cu1tural media. 
Number measured. 
-;:ι 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (K) (L) (M) (N) (0) (P) (Q) (R) (5) (T) (町
・)国同
(V) (W) 
“ 目。.包s 【B bem b a 忠回国臣 ~ω s b
ν s. ジ ν 町 υ O~ 話pf 
E国F 号宅E -白0z.咽6 E 
.aS5a2 uE， 自EミIgEZ s 
2司i号、 E 回-5-・+6。d d - 同 号 』団員P 幅田 岡 国 』邑おlf ‘eba g -.‘ 担lf お~ 炉s、 甘ω Z 。 li コ 8 冨官志 宮 315 宮 宮
拘凶~.・噌  ‘ ー “ .‘ 国自 国a 白# H e。s ・ロ0 ーロ
ロ E 』 E E S 司コ “ E E :> 
国吉 8 肖8 
8 
Eω 2 ・同0 υ .C:I ω ∞ 民
. ω2国2 
UE3 S 
. 1: 喧 国
ロ UOqd M 3 ω ωω ω ω 
尚 尚 。。 α制コ 万包 α# コ ∞制問p. ぴ制コ ぴ“コ
15・30 一 一 一 E 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
17.85 一 一 一 一 一 E 一 一 一 一 一 一 E 一 一
20.40 一 一 一 一 3 一 一 一 一 。 2 一 一
22.95 E E 一 3 一 3 一 一 一 一 一 z E z 一
25・50 一 3 E 4 一 一 E 。 一 一 E 一 E E 3 一 一
28.05 。 E E E 一 z 一 4 一 一- E 一 一 2 3 。 一 E 
30.60 4 4 8 。 。 一 E 一 一 。 一 。 6 4 一 1 E 
33・15 2 4 3 9 E 一 E 一 3 一 一 一 2 一 一 。 4 4 一 。 。
35.70 E 2 3 6 。 一 E 3 一 E 一 E 8 3 。 。
38.25 E 2 4 7 E 一 3 一 5 一 一 E 一 一 。 8 6 一 。 。
40.80 4 3 I 8 E 一 。 一 2 E 一 2 E E 8 7 一 。 。
43・35 6 3 5 14 。 E 2 E E .0 z 。 6 5 E 。
45・90 6 4 3 13 
。 。 2 一 2 。 一 一 2 2 一 。 10 6 。 。
48.45 2 4 6 12 。 。 2 E 3 。 一 一 2 E 。 14 7 2 。 。
51.∞ 3 4 4 11 。 。 E E 5 E 一 一 2 2 一 。 9 14 。 E 。
53・55 7 7 5 19 E E 。 2 9 E E 3 。 一 。 10 9 2 。 。
56.10 8 6 24 
. 
9 5 10 24 。 。 。 4 E 。 2 3 一 E 17 2 。 E 
58.65 4 7 10 21 2 。 3 E 6 E 。 。 6 。 一 。 14 18 3 2 。
61.20 3 7 9 19 E 。 2 E 2 。 。 3 6 E 一 。 7 13 E 。 。
6J・75 9 6 9 24 5 5 2 。 23 。 。 4 5 E 一 。 10 22 3 E 。
???
〈?????〉?
??
?。??
?
〉??
? ? ?
???。??
??
? ?
? ? ? ? ? ?
?
???
:zt-也L(B) (c) (D) (E) (F)11 (H) (K) (L) (M) (N) (0) (P) (Q) (R) (S) (T) (U) (V) (W) 
6630 9 8 9 26 4 2 2 。 11 E E 3 8 E E 。 13 15 3 E 2 
6885 8 7 8 23 4 4 2 5 
20 2 E 9 5 4 E E 7 16 5 3 3 
71.40 10 9 12 31 8 
。 2 6 14 z 。 4 8 E E 3 6 13 6 E 4 
7J.95 10 7 4 21 7 z 3 5 8 z E z 7 
z E 。 6 7 3 z E 
76.50 17 4 7 28 9 3 3 8 17 E 。 6 16 5 E E 7 3 5 2 2 
79.05 9 7 5 21 5 3 5 8 16 5 3 7 27 
z 3 3 4 z 6 E 3 
81.60 13 12 5 30 7 5 E 10 I2 5 。 17 21 9 4 3 3 E E 9 4 
84.15 17 11 4 32 7 9 3 18 7 3 4 19 17 15 E 8 2 
E 7 5 E 
86.70 8 11 4 23 12 5 13 17 4 11 8 18 
1] 14 2 9 E E 8 9 5 
89.25 7 6 4 17 13 13 4 加 。 9 14 7 13 17 4 12 2 一 14 8 11 
91.80 4 6 6 16 12 
014 8 14 2 12 22 16 6 21 9 17 E 一 14 初 6 
94・35 5 10 7 22 10 13 8 14 
。 21 20 13 3 Il 20 18 2 一 19 Il 6 
96.90 6 Il 4 21 15 20 12 11 
。 2 24 11 5 23 21 35 E 一 24 15 9 
99.45 4 7 7 18 1] 25 10 15 
。 18 22 10 3 10 12 16 E 一 23 8 10 
102.00 5 8 9 22 14 26 18 19 2 16 18 10 
z 14 16 32 一 一 19 18 6 
104.55 3 4 9 16 7 21 却 10 E 14 11 10 
E 7 却 12 一 一 9 12 10 
107.10 2 3 5 10 4 30 12 6 E 17 15 5 3 7 20 13 一 一 8 13 8 
109.65 3 2 6 11 3 25 15 6 一 8 7 10 E 12 17 6 一 5 14 2 
112.20 。 E 4 5 3 25 11 6 一 6 9 E I 4 7 3 一 一 4 11 。
114-75 E E E 3 2 27 13 8 一 4 5 6 一 z 8 E 一 一 2 8 E 
117.30 E 一 。 E 。 22 3 6 一 4 z 3 一 4 5 一 E 12 z 
119.85 E 一 。 E E 12 .4 z 6 6 2 一 。 8 一 E 5 。
122.40 一 一 。 。 1 I • 13 E 。 4 2 E 一 3 8 一 5 E 
124.95 E E E 4 z E 一 E 一 。 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 z 
127・50 一 一 一 2 。 一 一 。 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
13005 一 一 一 一 z 。 一 一 一 一 。 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
132.60 一 一 一 E 一 一 一 E 一 一 一 一
一 一 一
Total. 200 200 200 600 175 334 200 225 200 200 196 200 200 200 2c由 200 200 20白 2c由 2C同 100 
Table V. 
Varia'鎚onin wid也 of也.econidia of Hel柵伽tlwsporiumOryzae formed on its hos色a.ndva.rious cultura1 media. 
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10.20 一 一 一 一 一 一 E z 一 7 一 一 一 一 z E E 
11475 2 一 3 5 E 一 3 E E E E 5 E 一 一 3 一 。 2 E 。
12.75 .; 10 9 74 3 一 8 5 7 .ー3 13 74 13 一 一 17 2 E E 3 E 
13.825 4 6 15 12 6 9 24 12 11 10 36 33 E E 39 12 11 E 6 2 
15・30 38 47 41 126 22 16 42 46 52 53 54 58 54 4 16 18 46 46 5 25 17 
16.575 43 36 26 105 19 20 59 52 51 66 回 35 55 17 35 51 63 54 9 39 23 
17.85 13 14 63 210 34 58 58 25 56 59 5t 28 28 42 55 11 61 44 81 印 29 
19.125 20 12 14 46 33 10 14 5 10 3 5 4 9 52 59 E 13 20 47 48 21 
20・40 12 12 25 49 33 68 7 2 4 2 4 3 4 47 29 一 3 E宮 51 16 5 
21.673 E 3 3 7 25 44 一 一 一 。 一 z 20 5 2 z 2 E 
22.95 2 一 7 9 9 38 一 一 E 一 E 9 一 一 一 2 一 一 一
24.225 2 2 3 24 一 一 一 一 一 6 一 一 一
25.50 一 E E E 16 一 一 一 一 一 一 2 一 一 一 一 一
26.775 一 E E 一 3 一 一 一 一 一 一 一一 一 一
Total. 200 200 2<J由 600 195 363 200 160 200 200 200 200 200 2(陪 200 200 200 :zc由 200 200 100 
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? ?
? ?
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?
?
VI. 
Variation in number of艶 p也 of也eco凶diaof Helminthos伊川lU'ιοryule
formed on its host and various cultural media. 
Table 
??
???
? ? ? ?
? 。 ? ? ? ? 。 ?
??
??
? ?
?
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∞ gs 。ロ
。 一 一 一 E 一 E 一 一 一 一
E E E 2 一 一 E 7 一 E E E 6 5 一
2 z 3 6 II 一 4 4 z 。 2 。 7 12 I 
3 9 16 13 38 I 5 2 11 E E 2 4 2 3 16 20 E 一
4 15 12 19 46 3 3 5 3 9 E 。 2 6 z 2 39 36 9 
5 27 25 28 80 10 2 5 s 33 E 。 E 17 7 E E 41 50 22 4 E 
6 34 23 32 89 22 5 7 19 39 9 7 15 30 4 E 26 43 41 26 6 5 
7 41 25 26 92 31 22 20 37 55 29 30 32 51 9 8 60 32 35 51 25 9 
s 48 46 33 121 部 79 54 11 35 46 56 1 50 42 29 13 14 。 56 16 19 
9 19 34 31 84 37 113 前 18 5 39 56 43 25 51 48 23 z E 28 55 お
10 5 15 10 30 18 105 30 2 E 42 38 22 8 48 81 9 4 28 21 
11 一 。 。 2 28 3 一 22 9 10 4 25 25 2 一 2 6 17 
Il 一 一 E E 2 5 一 一 一 5 z I E 6 5 一 一 一 一 一 3 
13 一 一 一 E E 一 一 3 E 一 一 4 2 一 一
利下 一Total. 2c旧 2C回 200 600 195 363 200 200 "'200 200 2C回 2C旧 2C旧 200 20由 2C回 2CO 2C旧 IC旧
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Conidiophores vary greatly in size， according to their age and to the media 
Qn which they are produced. The length of the conidiophores formed on 
steamed rice sylinders varied from 86.0μto 533・2μjon steamed maize leaves， 
60.2 to 369.8μj and on steamed corn starch paste， 43.0 to 3句 .6μasshown 
in Table 1. The limits of width at the basal swol1en cells of conidiophores 
are 7.65ー 20.40μonsteamed rice cylinders j and 7.65-19.125μon steamed 
corn starch paste. The with of the second cell from the base varies 5.1 to 
12・75μonsteamed rice cylinders， and 5.1 to 10.2μon steamed corn starch 
paste. The number of septa varies 4 to 22 on steamed rice cylinders and 2 
to 12 on steamed corn starch paste. The distribution of these measurements 
within the limits are given in Table 1. 
From the figures given in Table 1 and n， the means and standard de-
viationsゐrthe length， width， and number of septa of th.: conidiophores were 
determined. The results are shown in Table II. 
2. Conidia. 
A. On Izost: The conidia are produced singly on the tips of the con-
idophores and easily fal1 of. They vaηr greatly in size and shape as shown 
in .Figures 1 and 2 in Plate Vl; and are general1y obclavate， rounded at basal 
end and attenuated towards the apex and curved to one side. ln some cases， 
however， they are cylindrical or long elliptical and straight. The wal1s are 
thick and dark in color. They are divided into from 2 to 13 compart-
ments by broad septa. The color varies fi'om deep olive buff to deep greyish 
Qlive (a食erRidgw~y). The basal end of the conidium is marked by a small 
dark colored scar， which is the traCe of the insertion of the conidium to 
conidiophore， and is ca. 3μbroad. Measurements were taken from conidia 
found on the host plant from different souces. The results are given in Tables 
IV and V， which show the variation for length and width. As regards the 
variation in number of septa， a similar table is given (Table VIふ Fromthese 
figures， standard deviations， means and other constants for length， width and 
number of septa of the conidia formed on the host in' fields were calculated. 
They are shown in Table VII. 
Conidia obtained from three di自己rentsources were examined， but the 
means and the standard deviations for length， width and number of septa 
proved to be nearly equal. The means of 600 measurements of the 
conidia obtained from the host is 73・951土0.566μ witha standard deviation of 
20.553土0.040μinlength; and 17.213土0.046μ witha standard deviation 
Qf I.68，土 0.033μinwidth; and 6.647土0.086μwitha standard deviation 
Qf 3.138土0.037μinnumber of septa. 
B. On cultural media: In strain N o.45， conidia were formed in al 
the media used by the writers. They do not vaη， greatly from those formed 
Qn the host j being obclavate， curved to one side and havitlg many記 pta. ln 
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a11 cases， the contents are tine granular， sometimes with large vacuoles. The 
size of the granules and the presence of vacuoles depends on the age of the 
<:onidium. In some cultural media， such as steamed potato cylinders. potato 
agar etc'J the majority of the conidia is oblong or cylindrical. straight， and 
with coarse gr如 ularcontents as shown in Plates Vl and VII. 
Table VII. 
Constants for length， wid也 andnumber of sep同 ofthe conidia 
of HeltnlntJ，ωopor制御 οryzαefound on i旬 hostin fields. 
I Sou巾| Meao IS山 ddev山 Max川町um
A 74.600土 0・947 84・15 19.861土 0.670 119.85 3.15 
Efeia Egpe)h下1 
B 74・116土 1.∞7 81.60 :1.114土 0.71:Z 114・75 25・50
C 73516土 1.1∞ 71・40 23070土 0・778 " 22.95 
Total 73・951土 0.566 84・15 20.553土 0.040 . . 
A 17.li4土 0.087 17.85 1.833土 0.062 22.95 11.475 
B • 16940土 0.088 . 1.854土 0.063 :Zl.65 12.75 
(io 1) C E7・468士0083 . 1.737土 0.059 26.775 11.475 
Total 17.213土 0.046 " 1.681土 0.033 " " 
A 6.61 土 0.076 8 1.602土 0.054 10 2 
B 。f 6.8z5土 0.098 " 2.0:ZI土 0.069 . E 
septa C 6.320土 0.110 .， 2・31土 0.078 12 " 
Total 6.647土 0.086 . 3-138土 0.037 " . 
Rt/JIarks.- 1n the second colu.mn of this table tbe source A repres四 tsthe ∞nidia {ormed 00 leaves 
collected at Kurashiki; the source B. the conidia formed on glumes collected at Kura-
shiki; and the source C. the conidia formed on leaves col1ected at Sugd-mura， avi1lege 
near Kurashiki. 
As to coloration， there is considerable divergence even among those 
formed on the same medium; which divergence is dependent upon the age， 
tem戸 ratureand other conditions of incubation of the cultures. However the 
majority of、individualconidia produced in a particular medium under the same 
<:onditions， present a single color， which may be taken to be as a repre-
sentative colour of the conidia on the medium. Some examples of these re-
presentative colors for various media are here given. 
Media and conditions 4 Name of color after Ridgway. 
Rice agar， rice cylinders， bran， etc. at 2SoC. Grayish olive (21'''') 
Synthetic liquid medium， at2SoC. Dark olive-buff (21'" 
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Corn starch， at 250C. 
Cherry agar， at250C. 
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Light yellowish o1ive (21""b) 
Pale smoke gray (21仰 η
In culture， a greater variation in size and in number of septa occurs 
among conidia produced on different media. About 2∞ measurements of 
， conidia from each medium were made. The results are represented in Table 
IV， V and VI， with those made of the conidia 01 the host. Table IV and 
V give the class of variation in 2.55μfor length， in1.275μfor width， and 
the number of conidia out of a total of 2∞ measurernents (in great many 
cases) falling into each class. The variation in number of septa is also shown 
in Table VI. 
The class containing the greatest number of the individuals varies greatly 
according to medium， especially in the case of length as already shown by 
the figures in Table IV. Using length of conidia as criterion， the writers 
divided the media used into two groups: (1) those in which the .predomi・
nating山 ssis 84.15μ(the mode of the length of 6∞measurements of conidia 
on host) or more， and (2) those in which the predominating class is less than 
81・45μTheゐrmergroup includes the media: rice agar (in the cases of 
temperatures 300， 250 and 200Cふonionagar， onion soy agar， che町 agar，
steamed rice cylinders， maize leaves， egg plant cylinders， bran， and c∞orn starch 
pa前st匂e;and the latter includes the media: po凶ta抗toagarじ，s坑team陀edpo叫ta拭toc句ylinders
a刷n吋ddevil's foot (Am伽 q.仰y必h仰0ψpお'lta/.伽J伽uωsRi仰'vi，仰仰eri刈'rt幼z均~) cylind白e陪
The nu札川mberof septa corresponds to the length of the conidium. 
The media used were divided， inthe same way， according to the width， 
into two groups: (1) those in which the predominati昭 classis more than 
17.85μ(the mode of the width of the conidia on host)， and (2) those in which 
the predominating class is 17.85μor les. Rice agar (at 250C.)， steamed rice 
cy1inders and maize leaves were included in the former group， and the other 
media in the later. 
From these experiments it was learnt， that the conidia from this strain， 
whel1 produced on cultural media， are longer than those produced on host， 
except in the case of potato agar， steamed potato cylinders and devil's foot 
cylinders. These media re inadequate to the mycelial growth as will be stated 
in the macroscopical characters on cultural media. And 01 these media， the 
conidia are veηr i汀'egular，and in many cases not obclavate and curved， but 
oblong， ovate or cylindrical and straight， asshown in the Figure 1 inPlate VII. 
On the contraηr， regarding the width， the conidia in cultures a陀 generally
smaller or nearly equal to those 00 the host. Under very suitable conditions， 
however， such as on steamed rice cylinders， maize leaves， etc. the conidia 
develop a greater width than those on host. 
Means and standard deviations， together with probable errors， for the 
length， width anrl number of septa of the conidia produced on various media 
are ca1culated from the figures shown in Tables IV， V and VI. They are 
here given. (Table VIII， IX and X.) 
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Table VIII. 
Cona也ntsfor leng也 ofthe conidia of Helmint1wspor抑制 Oryzae 
formed on various cultural media. 
Media used. Mean. ?
???? Standard 
deviation. l ttlt ー
87EA 822土0件.130 
事・ • Iム 叫 I~ 28F D5 Rice agar (30.C.) 96.90 16.28z土0.587 Jl4.95 
Do. (25・C.) 103.914土0.521 107.10 14.321 :f:o.638 130.05 43・35
Do. (250C.) 94・784土1.072 104.55 22・477土0.758 132.∞ 22.9'> 
Do. (ぬ，OC.) 9l.709土0.654 19.25 14.548土0.463 124・95 45・90
Potato agar 56.163土0.74!! 63・75 15.672土0.529 107・10 15.3<> 
Ooion soy agar 97-104土0.667 9690 13.976土0.472 124.95 40.80 
Onion agar 98.61!0土0・492 96.90 10.205土0・348 122・40 53.55 
Cherryagar 90.436土0.681 84・15 14.273土0・481 132•句 56.10 
Synthetic liquid media 76.615土0.478 79.05 10.010土0.338 112.20 25・5<>
Steamed rice cylinders 92.157土0.7'06 96.90 14.804土0.499 122.40 40.80 
Steamed maize leaves 102.395土0.5" 104・55 10・704土0.361 122.40 66.Jc> 
Do・(Strain141) 94・323土0.678 96.90 14.242土0.479 112.20 22.95 
Steamed potato cylinders 66.122土0.822 56.10 17237土0.581 99.45 17.85 
Steamed devil's foot cylinders 57・171土0.624 63・75 13.010土0・439 86.70 
• 17.8.> 
Steamed egg plaot cylinders 91.545土0675 96.90 14.145土0.477 119.85 48.45 
Steamed brao 98.583土0・719 91.80 15.073土0.507 124.95 30.60 
Steamed corn starch 94.490土0.538 89.25 11.136土0・379 122.40 28.05-
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Table X. 
Constants for number of septa. of the conidia. of 
Helminthospo1''I句協 01'yzaeformed on va.rious cultura.l media. 
Mcdia used. Meao. lM仙| Staodard |MaxilMini deviatioo. mum. I mum. 
Rice agar (30oC.) 8.846土0.072 8 1.512土0.051 13 3 
Do・ (250C.) 10.052土0.061 9 1.281土0.043 . 4 
Do・ (250C.) 9.050土0.089 9 1.876土0.063 JI 
Do. (20oC.) 8.381土0.059 8 1.244土0.042 10 3 
Potato agar 5・205土0.183 6 1.707土0.058 9 
'Uoion回 yagar 8.765土0.190 8 1.775土0.0白 13 2 
Ooion agar 8.615土0.063 8&9 1.329土0.045 " 3 
<::berry agar 8.155土0.073 8 1.523土0.051 12 
Syotbetic liquid media 7.120土0.087 7 1.815土0.061 " 
。
Steamed rice cylioders 9050土0.085 9 I.751土0.059 13 3 
Steamed maize leaves 9.510士0.057 10 1.208土0.041 13 5 
Do. (Straio 142) 8.490土0.064 8 E・338土0.045 JI 
Steamed potato cylinders 6.oJ5土0.091 7 E伊 9土0.064 10 。
Steamed devil's foot cylinders 4・915土0.075 5 1.580土0巧3 9 
Steamed egg plaot cylinders 7.130土0.073 8 1.531土0.052 J[ z 
Steamed brao 8.4'∞土0・056 8 1.170土0.040 " 5 
Steamed coro starch 9.080土0.073 9 1.520土0.051 12 . 
The smallest mean of the length of the conidia is 56.163土0.748μ，that 
<>f produced on potato agar， with a standard deviation of 15.672土0.529P.，
while the largest mean length is 103・91土0.521p.， that of produced 01 rice 
agar at 250C.， with a standard deviation of 14・321土0.638μ.The smallest 
mean of the width is 15.224土0.094μ(thatof produced on cherry agar)， 
with a standard deviation of 1・975土0.066μ，the largest is 20.1 58土0・983P. 
{that of produced on fIce agar at 250C.)， with a standard deviation of 
2.692土0.059p. The smallest mean of the number of septa is 4.915土
0.075μ(that of produced on steamed devil'sゐotcylinders) with a standard 
<ieviation of 1・580土0.053μ;and the largest is 10.052土0.061μ(thatof 
produced on rice agar) with a standard deviation of 1.281土0.043.・Thediι 
ferences in size af cooidia， when formed in cultures， are more striking than 
those of the conidia appearing 00 host. 
C. Relatz'on be拘~e印 the α~e o.f c側近也 andthez'r size: τ、試合leform-
ation of conidia of正{elminthospon'umQ;ゅ~ae is carried out in a veηr short 
time was reported by N. SUYEMATSU (1917). Tests were made to determine 
the relation between the age of conidia and their size. Strain N o.45 was trans-
ferred to the center of a rice agar plate， and incubated at 250C. Then it 
was examined at intervals of 24 hours. Aloog the margin of the colony 
at the time of examioation， a circle was marked on the bottom side with ink. 
At the end of a week， 7 concentric zones were marked. From each of these 
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zones， the conidia wl:!re taken and examined under a microscope. The 
measurements of conidia of various ages， are as follows. 
m' E唱ロsE伺ーL 
Jω f g 
E 。
z 14 
3 24 
4 60 
5 100 
6 90 
7 75 
Table XI. 
Relation between也.eage of conidia and也eir由 e
and number of自epta.
， 
(i白川 (io IJ.) 
Number of s1a epta 。fconidia 
肱 anI M吋eI Maxi-I Mini 陥 anI M叫
町、l1mI mum I I mum I mum MeanimlMaxilmai mum I mum 
1・
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
96.19 17.30 81，白 19・4917.85 24・2315.30 8.64 10 10 7 
97.05 " 79.05 " 19.13 25・5016.58 8.58 8 12 4 
106.51 107.10; 12.40 14.15 18.75 17.85 2.95 15.30 9.20 9 1 7 
10309 " 130.05 63・7521.40 2.05 27・75 14.03 9.13 9 12 5 
106.44 114.75 " " 2.64 21.68 " " 9.28 10 13 4 
9.27 104.5 124.95 " 18.58 17.85 21.68 " 8.7 9 1I 4 
These figures show that there is no great difference between the size 
of conidia formed on the 2-day-old hyphae， and those on the 7・day四old
hyphae. From this it is evident that the conidia of this fungus reach their 
ful size withiI? 2 days. 
VI. Cultural CharacteristicB. 
Cultural characteristics of the fungus grown upon a number of di能rent
kinds of media are here given. The fungus grows veηr weIl on al the more 
commonly used cultural media and also on those used in our experiments. 
Excellent conidia developments were obtained {rom the strain No. 45 and 
143 on rice agar， potato cylinders and other media. Jnvestigation were made 
solely upon the culture of strain No. 45 descended from a single spore culture 
isolatc:d from rice glumes although the other strains were used in control. 
Jn al descriptions the strain No. 45 is meant unless otherwise stated. The 
cultures were kept at a temperature of 250C.， unless otherwise mentioned. 
Colors are given according to the nomenc1ature established by RIDGWAY ('12). 
1. Prepar叫ionof the cultural media. 
Rice agar:ー Culmsof rice plant were thoroughly washed in tap water， 
then in disti1lcd water， and cut into small pieces. To 200 grams of the pieces 
were added 1，0∞cc. of distiIled water. Boiled 30 minutes at 1∞。C. Strain-
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ed through gauze and 1.8% of agar agar added. Steamed half an hour， 
filtered， and tubed. Autoclaved 15 minutes at I200C. 
Beちfagar."ー To1 liter of distilled water were added 5 grams of extract 
of beef， 2.5 grams of natrium chloride， 18 grams of agar agar and 5 grams 
of peptone. Steamed about two hours to dissolve the agar agar. Cooled 
down to below 600C.， and the white of eggs added，加 clarify. Steamed， 
filtered and tubed. Made + 150 FUI.LER'S scale by adding normal solution 
of natrium hydroxide. Tubes autoclaved 15 minutes at 1 IQoC. 
Potato agar :-Potatoes were washed and scrubbed thoroughly with a 
brush， pared and cut into thin slices; two parts distilled water added， let 
simmer for half an hour， strained off water， filtered through gauze， and to 
the filtrate added 1 ~~ of agar agar. Steamed 2 hours， filtered and tubed. 
Tubes autoclaved 15 minutes at 1200C. 
Ckmヮleavesagar."ー To100 grams of cherrγleaves cut into small pieces. 
added 5∞cc. of tap water. Boiled 30 minutes. Strained through gauze， 
and added 2% of agar agar. Steamed 2 hours， filtered， and tubed. Auto-
claved 15 minutes at 1200C. 
Onion agar:ー To2∞grams of washed and pared onion， cut into small 
pieces， added 1'，0∞cc. of distilled water. Boiled one hour.. Strained through 
absorbent cotton and added 18 grams of agar agar. Steamed 2 hours， filtered 
・andtubed. Autoclaved 15 minutes at 1200C. 
Onion s，の agar:-This medium was prepared after the method proposed 
by NAKATA and TAKIMOTO ('17). To 5∞grams of onion washed， pa陀dand 
cut into sl ice pieces， were added 5∞cc. of distilled water. Boiled an hour. 
Strained through absorbent cotton. To 10 cc. of the above obtained con-
centrated onion decoction， were added 5 cc. of ]apanese soy， 5 grams of cane 
sugar， 15 grams of agar agar， and 850 c. of distilled water as already used 
by one of the present writers (NISIKA∞'17). The whole steamed， filtered 
and tubed; autoclaved 15 minutes at 1200C. 
Concentrated onion s，ザ agar:-Tothe Iiquid media proposed by M. MI-
YOSHl ('95)， added 1.8% of agar agar， as used by N. SUYEMATSU ('19). The 
formula is as follow5: 20 cc. of ]apanese soy， 5 grams of cane sugar， 25 grams 
of concentrated onion decoction， 50 grams of distilled water， and 1.8 grams 
of agar agar. 
Steamed riee cylil1ders :-Rice culms were thoroughly washed in distilled 
water. They were cut into sections 2 inches long and put into test-tubes 
with sufficient distilled water to cover them by one .third of the length of 
cylinders. Tubes autoclaved 15 minutes at 120oC. 
Steamed leaves， vegetable and wood cyli・.nders."-The leaves， vegetables or 
twigs were thoroughly scrubbed， pared (in the case of potatoes) and wash<;!d 
in distilled water. Cylinders were then cut and put into test tubes or Petri 
dishes with sufficient distilled water to cover them about a third way of 
cylinders. Tubes either autoclaved for 15 minutes at IIOoC. or steamed 15 
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to 20 minutes on three consecutive days. 
与'ntheticliquz'd media;・-Accordingto the formula proposed by HEMMI 
('20)， to 1，∞o cc. of distilled water were added the foilowing: 
Monopotassiwn phosphate 5 gra皿s M略nesiumsulphate 2.5 grams 
Asparagin 5 grams Iron chloride trace 
Cane suger (MERK'S crystal) 25 grams 
Steamed 30 minutes， filtered， tubed， and tubes steamed for 30 minutes 
on each of the three consecutive da戸・
Steamed corn starch:-3 grams of corn starch with 20CC. of distilled water 
was put into a Petri dish. Autoclaved 30 minutes at I20oC. 
Steamed bran :-5 grams of bran and 25 cc. of distilled water were put 
into a Petri dish. Autoclaved 30 minutes at 1200C. 
2. Characteristics on cultural media. 
Rice agar. 
Rice agar affords a excellent medium for the present fungus. This， there-
fore， was chiesy used in many experiments on the relation of temperature~ 
light and others. Though results will be stated later in detail， some more 
important features of the colonies in one-week-old cultures at 25 oc.， of various 
strains， are here given in tabular form: 
StminlAver申| Aerial I Colour I Conidia diameter. Margin. mmlim |伊idgmy)|伽 mation
NO.45 72.tmm Iregular， indistinct， hairy. P∞r. Chaetura Very good. drab. 
" 63 82.9 " Regular circle， prety distinct. Fairly rich. Light drab. None. 
" 83 8S・s" Do.， hairy. Fairly p∞れ Drab-gray. None. 
" 142 74.8 " Ireg叫ar，ratheripaoclty. gonal， Por. lIair-brown. Fairly g'∞d. BOt ahr aCirIyre ，dist 
" 143 87.0 " 
Regular circle， hairy， Fairly por. Light drab. Fnirly g∞d. prety distioct. 
Myctlium in this medium was generally hyaline， with fine granular con-
tents， slightly or not at al constricted at septa. Con幼iophoreswere produced 
from the gnarled hyphae in the medium. They were grayish olive， the mid-
dle parts beii1g darkest and becoming paler towards both ends. Conidia' 
formed on this medium were always regular in shape. They seemed to be the 
representative type of the conidia of this fungus. Therefore， they were used 
by us in t，he morphological comparisons of the conidia of various cultures of 
Helminthosporium， secured from various grasses. The conidia were obclavate， 
curved to one side. On this medium the colour of the conidia was generally 
grayish olive. The shape and the colour varied gr回 tlyaccording to the tem-
戸rature，under which they are produced j the higher the temperature， the 
lighter the colour. 
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Beef agar. 
On nutrient peptonized beef agar ( + 15 Fuller' s scale) there was fairly g'∞d 
growth， though somewhat restricted. On plate there. was neither a su侃cient
rnassing of the hyphae， nor abundant formation of conidia， to render the 
colonies dark in colour， or black. More impoぽrtal1川1tfe白a従tu町re白Sof the one-week-
old colonies of various strains are here given: 
Strain. diazmeter- Margin. Mrial lω|ωa mycelium. I (Ridgway). I formation. 
NO.45 46.I'mm. Regul町 circle，fairly di.stinct. None，or Hair brown. Fairly good. very por. 
Hypdalie ne to 
" 6j 67.2 " Regular circ1e， distinct. Fairly ricb. drab-None. 
" 83 67.8 " Do. Do. 
gray. 
Do. Do. 
" 142 74.8 " Do. Poor. Ligbt drab. Good. 
" 143 58.5 " Do. Fairly poor. I Do. 00. 
Micro悶s記c∞opicalfe込回切a拭tu山町res
均均Iceω'fi仰 : g伊e叩nera悶11yhyaline， with many septa， constricted at septum; 
5・1-10.2μin width. Conidiopltores: olive brown， being lighter in colour 
toward the apex and the base. Conidi・'a:obclavate and rarely cylindrical， 
straightly or slightly curved to one side， grayish olive， with coarse granular 
contents and thin wal1s， 23-97μlong， 17-22μwide and 0-9・septate.
Potato agar. 
Rather poor growth on this medium. Surface of the plate covered， in
a week， with a thick mycelial ，1ayer. Some records of one-week-old colonies 
()f various strains in this medium are given as follows: 
Stm12;Z211 Margin. 
Colour I 'Conidia 
mycelium. (Ridgway). I formation. 
No・45.46.6mm. Iπegular， distinct. Poor. Hair brown. Gωd. 
" 63 57.1 " Regular， distincl. Ricb. Hyaline. None. 
. 83 向.0 " I】O. Fairly ricb. Hdyaralib ne grtao y- None. 
" 142 57・4" Do. Fairly poor. Light drab. Rather poor. 
" 143 I 61.1 " Do. Po町 . Hyaline. Poor. 
Mycelium: hyaline， not at aIl or only sIightly constricted at septa， 3・5
-8μwide. The contents were coarse， granular or vacuolated. ConidUJpltores: 
<ieep grayish olive， becoming lighter in colour toward ends， not pronouncedly 
swollen at b蹴 s. Coni涜ia:obclavate，ぬsiform，or， (rarely)， cylindrical， slight-
1y curved to one side， 28.05-145・7μlong，12-19μwide，2'-:8・septate，with 
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com戸rativelydistinct scars at bases. The scars were ca. 0・5μlongand 3μ 
wide. 
Cherry-leaf agar. 
Good growth on this medium. In three days， the mycelium covered an 
area of 18-20 mm. in diameter. The colonies were reddish brown， and the 
aerial hyphae yellowish brown. In cultures one-week-old， the whole surface 
of the slants was covered with a rather thick dark reddish brown coloured 
layer of hyphae. At the end of 2 weeks， the surface became blackish slate， 
with very copious spore formation. Even after i weeks， the g'守neralap-
pearance was not greatly changed compared with that of a-week-old culture. 
In some strains (No. 68， 83 & 143) mo問 grayishwhite aerial mycelium 
W出 formedcopious. 
Myceliu1n in this medium was orange cinnamon. The hyphae were 5-9μ 
wide (commonly 5μ)， septated at an interval of 10ー 35p.， and covered with 
vinaceous cinnamon coloured sheathes around the hyphae in the medium. 
The shea出eswere 2-3μwide. Aerial parts of the mycelium were hyaline 
or pale gull gray. Con幼iophoresproduced from creeping hyphae， were pale 
smoke gray in colour， comparatively short， not swollen at base， 50ー 120μ
long and 5-7μwide. 
Onion agar. 
On onion-decoction agar， there was rather good growth. Colonies at-
tained the average diameter of 6.5 cm. in a week. The central parts were 
greenish olive. Good spore formation was secured. At the end of ten days， 
the mycelium covered a1 the surface of the medium. 
Onion soy agar. 
On this medium， there was rather poor growth. The colonies did not 
{orm regular circles， but somewhat polygonal messes， the margin being ir-
regular. Distinct concentric zones were formed. There was g∞d' cop.idia 
{ormation. 
Concentrated onion鈎'yagar. 
Veη， poor growth on this medium， with very scanty aerial mycelium. 
Steamed rice cylinders. 
Steamed rice culm is an excellent medium for this fungus. In three days 
the portion of the cylinder， where the transfer was made， was covered with 
a grayish cobwebby growth of 501Om， indiameter. Conidia formation was 
observed. In cultures five days old the cylinders were entierly covered with 
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a rather thin dark grayish mycelial layer. With the abundant development 
of conidia the growth darkened. At the end of two weeks the growth did 
not increase in the hyphal mass， but darkened with the conidia formation. 
ln the strain No. 83， there was more copious aerial mycelium， at the 
end of a week， the space of the test tubes being filed with the light grayish 
aerial mycelium up to the height of the cylinders. 
Mycelium in this medium ran in everγdirection， and varied in colour 
from hyaline to pale olive-gray. When a hypha passed the cell walls of the 
medium， itwas prollouncedly constricted and when it has passed through， it
swelled up again (Fig. 12 of Plate V1II). c;αom必qザfJlto伽re.ω'SW附er陀efゐ伽b耐加r円m巴吋din tufts 
or (rarely) singly. They were' generally shorter， when compared to those 
formed on host. They were swollen at the base， the basal cel1s being bulb-
shaped， with 3 to 5 and rarely 9 scars， they are geniculated at the scars. 
Con必izwere obc1avate， broadest at a point about one third from base， attenu-
ated toward the apex， and regular in shape. They were olive-buff to dark 
grayish oHve in colour， provided with granular contents， and showing distinct 
blackish scars， which羽町'e2ー 3P. wide， 0.5μ long， and rather thin walls. 
The width of the cunidium was comparatively large in proportion to the length. 
Steamed maize leaves. 
Good growth. ln cultures 3 days old the medium leaves were partly 
covered with a rather thin grayish white mycelial layer. The aerial hyphae 
were slender and thin， and extended 2-4 mm. above the substratum. The 
average diameter of the mycelial growth waS 45 mm. The aerial pa此 be-
came grayish and produced conidia. ln seven days practically the whole 
surface of the medium leaves was covered with the mycelium， which became 
dark neutral gray. ln cultures 10 days old the colonies were black and with 
velvet appearance. C，midia formation was very rich and copious. The dark 
colour of the colonies resulted from spore formation. 
1n the strain No. 143， the colonies were simi1ar to those of the strain 
NO.45 in eveη， stage of the growth. 
In the strain No. 142， the aerial mycelium was more scanty than the 
strain No. 143 and the conidia were not observed in only 3 days old cul‘ 
tures. 1n seven days， the general appearance of the cQlonies was simi1ar to 
strain No. 45， but of somewhat lighter colour. The conidia formation was 
poor， though in some plates， there was rich conidia formation. Ten days 
after the inoculation many grayish litle spherical， bodies were present on the 
media. They were averaged 1 to 1.5 mm. in diameter and were attached 
to the substratum. Microscopical examination showed them to be composed 
of a compact mass of pseudoparenchyma， with a covering of short grayish 
olive hyphae. Free hand sections were made of some of these bodies from 
the cultures. As shown in Figure 5 of Plate VII.， these bodies were strict1y 
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spherical， and their cells measured 5 -I 5μ. The outer 2 or 3 layers of the-
戸eudoparenchymaticcells were olivaceous black， and in the central portion 
they were hyalinヒ.
Strain No. 63 & 83; ln three days， the colonies were 4 cm. in diameter. 
Aerial mycelium was very copious and 4 mm. high. ln 7 days， copious 
grayish. white aerial mycelium covered the whole surface of the leaves. There 
was no spore formation. ln cultures ten days old， very abundant grayish 
white ael泊1mycelium was observed. Small spherical masses of pseudotissue， 
similar to those already described were abundantly formed. They were at-
tached firmly to the substrata. 
β1ycelt'um in the medium was hyaline or olive-buf， with coarse glanular 
contents. The hyphae were septate at an interval of 12-40μ， constricted 
at septum. ln many cases， they were gnarled. The gnarled hyphae were 
of short swollen cells. Conuliophores were produced from stroma-like-bodies 
of swollen cells， singly or in tufts， and dark olive in colour. They were-
geniculated at the upper parts， 5-10μwide， 2-15・septate. 1 -8 conidia 
were formed on a single conidiophore. Conidia were irregular in shape， al-
ways curved to one side; the colour ranging from dark olive buff to dark 
olive， concolorous or lighter towards ends. The scars were distinct. 
Steamed leaves of Panicum Crus・Galli.
The general appearance of the growth on this medium resembled that 
on the steamed rice cylinders. In cultures three days old， the media were 
pa吋ycovered with rather thin grayish white hyphae. With the formation 
of conidia， the central portion of the colonies somewhat darkened. The dia-
meter of mycelial growth was 45 mm. in average. In seven days the cylinders 
were covered with dark grayish mycelium. At the ends of 2 weeks the my-
celium became sti1l darker. 
ln some strains (No. 83 & 163)， aerial mycelium was more copious and 
pale smoke gray， and no spore formation. ln strain No. 143 and 142， there 
was good spore formation. 
Steamed potato cylinders. 
Excellent growth. ln three days there was a rather thin white mycelial 
layer covering the surface of the potato cylinders. The diameter of mycelial 
growth of the cultures was ca. 35 mm. in average. There was a rather poOC' 
aerial mycelium in the central part， where the medium becarne dark 01 ive. 
Microscopical examination showed abundant conidia formation. 
ln eight days the surface of the medium was gray， and was becoming-
somewhat matted. Abundant sporulation wぉ observed. Potato cultures & 
days old were tested with potassium iodide for starch，.釦 da microsco戸羽
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examination was made of the tissues so treated. Aside from a faint pu'rplish 
stain in a fl!w cells there were no reactions in any portion of potato which was 
oCovered by mycelial mat. The tissues of medium potato were penetrated by 
hyaline hyphae and were much softened. In cultures ten days old there were 
no changes in their outer appearance. 
ln strain No. 63 and 143， the grdwth on this medium was similar to 
that of the strain No. 45， inevery stage of development. Abundant sporu-
lation. ln strain N o. 83， after 3 days the outer appearance of the colonies was 
:somewhat resembling with that of the strain No. 45， but smaller in diameter 
.and more copious in aerial hyphae. 
Steamed wiHow twig cylinders. 
On the steamed twigs of Salix tuヴ'ureaL， there was very poor growth. 
Five days after inoculation the growth consisted of a tuft of light grayish 
mycelium about 0.5-1.0 cm. in diameter. ln ten days no more growth in 
.al the strains. 
Steamed twigs of Elaeagnus mu/t;妙raTH. 
Rather good growth on this medium. ln cultures five days old， greater 
part of the surface of the medium was covered with a whitish mycelium. In 
strains No. 45 and 143 there wぉ p∞rconidia formation. After ten days 
the surface of cylinders was covered by grayish thin mycelium. Copious 
oConidia formation was observed on the surface of liquid at the bottom. 
Steamed mugwort cylinders. 
On steamed mugwort (Artemis均vulga泊L.)cylinders， there was moderate 
growth in five days， covering the greatcr portion of the surface of the medium 
and forming tufts of hyphae. . M ycelium whitish. Conidia formation was rather 
:scanザ.
White hyphal masses， which may be the initial bodies ofthe perithecia， 
were observed， incultures of the strain No. 142・
Steamed twigs of chestnut. 
On steamed twigs of chestnut (Castanea sativa MILL.)， growth was s回 n匂r
after 5 days. This was white and cobwebby， ahd covered 3 cm. of the surface 。f出ecylinders. In ten days， white grayish mycelium covered al1 the surface 
.of the cylinders， and formed a firm pellicle on the surface of liquid at the 
hottom. . Abundant conidia formation was secured on the pellicle. 
The colonies were cinnamon-drab in the strain No. 45 and 142，組d
somewhat reddish in the strains No. 62 and 83. No sporulation except the 
oCase of strain 45 and 143. 
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Myce!ium: hyaline or very light olive， granular， 4-8μwide. Conidio・
t!tores: pi:'onouncedly swol1en at the base， olivaceous black， lighter in colour 
at the ends. Conidia: c1ub-shaped， of lighter colour than the conidiophores， 
showing a conspicuous scar at base， and granular contents. 
Steamed bran. 
On this medium， mycelial growth was g∞d; being very vigorous within 
three days. At the end of a week the colonies were examined and 'the fol-
lowing records were taken: 
Strain. ¥A叩…r.1 Aerial myeelium. 
Colour. Conidia 
(Ridgway) formation. 
N。・ 45 80 nll. Rather por. Grayish black. Very good. 
. 142 83 . CotbhwembEyg，irna-diating to " . Fairly g∞d. 
. 143 77 . . . . " " 
. 161 75 . Copious Pearl gray. None. 
. 63 83 " . " . " . 83 82 " . . . 
. 139 80 . . . " 
" 154 79 " " . " . 
" 144 57 " " " " " . 6z 白" Copious and high. White. . 
" 15 65 " " " " . 
Synthetic liquid medium. 
There was rather good growth in this medium. In three days the growth 
consists of tufts of white flu句， mycelium about a ce凶 metrein diameter in 
the bottom of the tube. The growth gradual1y increased， and at the end of 
a week the fungus filed the liquid medium， and formed a dark gray pellicle 
on the surface. Moderate conidia formation was observed. The submerged 
mycelium was pure white. 
In some strains such as the strain No. 83 & 63， the aerial mycelium was 
more copious and lighter in colour. No sporulation. 
Myce!illm: light olive gray， 3・5-6.5μwide，with gr匂1Ularcontents， 
which are of olive colour， and 1.5-2.5μin diameter. Aerial hyphae are 
darker than those on the medium， and have no olive-coloured granules. 
Conidia: regular in shape， obclavate or rather cylindrical， straight in many 
cases， 25.5-112.2μlong， 0-12・septate.
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Steamed corn starch paste. 
Veηr good growth on this medium. In five days thin layer of mycelial 
growth was formed. No aerial mycelium. The colonies reacherl the margin 
of the Petri dishes in 10 days. 
VII. Inoculation E玄periment.
Inoculatiol1 experiments of Hゆ'1lintlwsporium0りほぼ uponrice and various 
grasses have been prosecuted by N. SUVEMATSU ('20， '21). His method was 
to inoculate the conidia of the fungus by spraying UpOI1 rice seedlings and 
various other grasses cultivated in pots or in large test tubes. His results 
show that the fol1owing plants are susceptible to the fungus Helmintlwspon"um 
Oryzae. 
Maydae : Zta M.ψ's 1. (Td・morokosi)*;
αix Lacヴma.JobiL. (Dyu%u-dama); C. ol["'tS，均 Lour.(Td・mugi).
Andro戸goniae: lsduumum Sit60ldi Miq. (Kamo・no・h田i)・
Miscant.加 condensa似sHack. (何H王弘加刷a凶叫t“吋i司併j怜衿6ふ.s叩u
Pol，恥li恥仇'nia“imb帥t恥ri凶的γパ均sN肱量恥e田 . var. gt脚 inaHack. (Asiboso); 
Pλ. 似imbtr，泊'Isv叩a町r.W陥m予F仇ηF号守j'，万H馳aen附ou附11印2
ミ♀'tod;必'/<Jgon何 rω'tliザ9グFerHack. (Abura.susuki); Rottbotr;a 10ザoli・aSteud. (Koki); 
Andr.抑抑制7'a.叫 L.var. GOtringi・Hack.(0伊山ya); 
A. Soて-pkumBrol. v町・附19a同 subvar・joponiMsHack. (Morokosi); 
A. brtvifolU4s Sw. (Usi・kusa); A. mjcranth制 Kunth.var. gmui・n削 Hack.(Hime・abura'5凶uki).
Panicae: Op/jmunuJ Burma"ni Beauv. (Tidimi~z且sa); Panicum a伊 '014川 umSteud. (Nuka・kibi);
P. Cru.r Galli L. var. gmui'num (Midu・b明); var. subl1lut;cum Mey. (No・biye);
var. kiヂiaurumHack. (Ta・biye); var. flummtaccum Hack. (Hiye); P. mil/iaceum L. (Kibi)> 
PmiutumjゆmicttmTrin. lTikara.sila); P.latif(l加nSpr. (Turi.yenokoro); 
PasjJalum Thulnbt~gi Kunth. (Su%ume.no・hiye); Enoch仰 'VlilosaKunth. (Naruko・biye)p
初巾glaucaBeauv. (Kin.yenokoro); S. 'Viridis Beauv. (Yenoko叫 usa);
va 
白 y戸2晴: Ltt何 i匂a0，ヴy柑 M故，白'sSw.jt句;npψto則.白m耳Hack.(Say町luka-gusa); 。'ryzasa的 a1. (1 ne) ; Zilfln仇 It7nfoli4Griesb. (Makomo)・
Festucae: B，.achタodU4mjap仰lUU'"Miq.(Yamakamozi-gusa); 
Bro".ιuspanicグormisHack. (Kitunegaya). 
Agrostidae: MutklenlMrg-ia japonica Steud. (Nedumi伊 ya).
Chloridae: Btck仰 nni'atrUcaefor"，is Host.lMinogome); EI耐 ItU i"dica Gaerto. (Ohi巾 a).
Hordae: Agrψ'f'um um的'sta印刷 Nees. (Kamozi.gusa); 1ゐrdt馴 sativumJes蜘・ (ω.mugi)・
The present writers have undertaken the investigation of the suscepti-
bi1ty and resistance of rice plant and other wild and cultivated grasses to 
正{elminthosporium0ヮ'zae;though， in this direction， experiments were not car-
ried far. The results of our experiment， which are generally similar to and 
indorse those of the experiments of SUYEMATSU， are here given briefly. 
In the following table the figures in brackets show the numbers of ex-
periments. Plus sign shows that the plant is susceptible， and minus sign， not 
susceptible or resistant. 
* In brackets are shown the J apanese names of the gr田ses.
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Table XII. 
Summary of re飢.u旬 of也.einocula七ione玄perimen旬 of
Hel榔伽tl叩sporht伽 Oryzaeupon rice plant and va.rious gra.sses. 
Summary 
I ofthe 
results. 
Results of the exp町iments.Name of plants Jnoculated. 
Agnψryrum umicoslalu"， Nees. (Kamozi引 sa) 1(8)++ 
Agrostis Imu持'ra5teud. (Nukabo) I (8)ー -
A1tar，ψ'gOt， Nardus L. var.σ'lMringi Hack. (0・garukaya)I (8)ーー
Arlhl"acon ci・'/ia市Beauv.(Kobuna-gusa) I (1)+(2)ー (4)+(5)ー (8)+
A問 nainarjaS;，nuni Riv. var. chu，o Mak. (Hakone.dake) I (8)+ 
C抑 Laの "，a-JoML. (町田u-dama) I (1)ー (2)ー (4)ー (5)ー (8)-
Q明。'donJ)aclyloH Pers. (GyOgi.siba¥ I (2)+(4)ー (5)+(8)+
E必凶in~;ndua Gaertn. (0・hisiba) I (1)+(2)ー (4)+{5)++得，)++
Eragroslu f~rrugin~a Beauv. (Kaze・kusa) I (8)-
E. tilosa Beauv. (Niwa・hokori) I (8)ー
HOt'deum s制 ，"mJ essen. var. hu;aslI&hon. (Hadaka・mugi)I (8)+ + 
Iflltmlla arundillQCla Cyr. (Tigaya) I (2)+(2)ー (4)+(5)++(8)-
ilachnt a倒的IsR. Br. (Tigo-z蜘) I (2)ー (4)+(5)土(8)++
ilch~mu"， N'as伊'sNakai (Kamono.h回i) I (8)++ 
Miscanlh凶均m..isAnders. (Susuki) I (8)一
。てysasaliva L. (Ine) I (3)+ +(6)+ +(7)+ +(9)+ + 
Panicum acranlhum Steud， (Nuka・kibi) I (8)+ 
P. Crusσal/i L. var. gmuinu"， (Midu・biye) I (5)+(8)+ + 
P. v叩a釘飢r.suω』刷
P. v町 .hりidulumHack. (Ta・biye) 1.(8)ー
P. "ul/iauum L. (K出i) I (8)ー
P. sanguina必L.(Me・hidiwa) I (1)+(:1)ー(4)+(5)ー (8)-
P.v;・'olascensKunth. (Aki・me・hidiwa) I (8)ー
Pasparum Th削 /JergiKunth. (Suzume・no・hiye) 1(8)+ 
PmistlumtuヲulasunsMak. (Tikara・siba) I (4)ー (5)+(8)+
Phala，.u arulld;"acea L. var. ~抑制;naHack. (Kusa.yosi) I (1)+(2)+(4)+(5)+(8)+ 
Plvag閥的10.叩 i'valivisSlelld. (Vωi) I (8)ー
Pollinia imkr6is N ees・genuinaHack. (Asibolo) I (8)+ 
RolIOotria compressQ L var，}ψ即 'aHa也 (Usi・no引ppei)1(8)+ 
Saccharwr， o.ficinarum L.(SatO・kibi) I (8)ー
&Iaria glauca Reauv. (Kin-yenokoro) I (2)ー
&1，“'ar，げ'iaα拘'an冶 Beauv. (Awa吋) I (伊伺s句)++
&1.量u泊r“a訓門ia叩vi，グd尚刈μ劫“tSBe回叫a叫叩u町肌v机.(Yeno。味k。叫悶a吋)， I (例8め)++
S. 悶irid，励 'isBea刷肌u
与oro必60/'加柑 ，油longal.削 R. B勘.r(Nezum耐i.no.w。吋) . I (停例8句)+
T々 m幼 J必ら初n似 I'M臼 i凶m.v咽.町zι吋.jat醐加Hack. I 
(M叩 .rukaya)I (8)ー
{8)ー
(8)+ 
(1)ー (4)ー (5)+(8)ー
???
+ 
+ 
???
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VIII. Relation of the funguB to the host tissue. 
The germ tube of the parasitic fungi which are not wound-parasites 
usually infect the aerial parts of the host plants by entering through the 
stomata or boring through the outer wall of tht: epidermal cells. 
In the case of stomatal infection， itis in臼uencedby the factors concerned 
with stomatal movement， such as leaf maturity， light， temperature， and re-
lative fumidity. The relation of stomatal movement to infection of sugar beet 
plants by Cercospora 似たolaSACC. has been studied by POOL (' 16) and POOL 
& McKAY ('16) at some length. 
In the other case， the cuticle is perforated， MARSHALL WARD ('88) ex-
pressed the opinion that the germ tubes of the fungus dissolved the cuticu-
lized epidermal wall of the host， inhis classical investigations on the lily 
disease due tδBotrytis. 
BUSGEN ('89)， while discussing the importance of appressoria in bringing 
the fungus and host into close contact， assumed that the function of these 
organs was to accumulate toxic material and to cause it to peretrate into 
the host plant. 
VOGES ('10) suppo配 dthat the mucilaginous sheath formed by the germ 
tube of Fusicladium， inaddition to functioning as an adhesive substance， 
softened ana dissolved the cuticIe. 
MIYOSHI ('99) postulated the existence of chemotropic stimuli， and em-
phasized the importance of inj ury to the cells in the interior of the host， 
though he conceived the existence of the mechanical action in the penetration 
of fungal hyphae through epidermis. 
In the first series of the “Studies in the physiology of parasisttism，" 
BROWN ('15)， working on a powerful extract which he obtained from germ 
tubes of Botrytis cinerea， showed that the extract contained no substances 
capable of dissolving cuticule. In the next series of the same studies BLACK-
MAN and WELSFORD (' 16) studied microscopically the early sta伊 ofthe in-
fection by Bo句Itzscinerea of the leaf of broad bean (Vz'，α:a Faba). They 
found penetration of the cuticule to be e佐ctedsolely by the mechanical 
pressure exerted by the germ tubes. In the帥 hseries DEY (' 19)， working 
on the early stages of infection of French bean pods by Colletotricltum 
Lindemutianum， found that the mechanism by which the infection hypha 
penetrated the host was similar to that employed by Bot，ヴtisct'nerea， In the 
next series C. BOYLE ('21) studied the early stages of inft:ction of bean leaves 
by the hyphae of the ordinary mycelium of Scurotiana Libertiana. He con-
cluded that the rupture of the cuticle by the infection hyphae appeared to 
be due to solely to mechanical action. In short， the views of BLi¥CKMAN'S 
school are that the penetration of the cuticule of host plants by infection 
hyphae must take place in purely a mechanical way; chemical action being 
entirely excluded. 
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GARDNER ('18) studying the early stage of infection of cucumber plants 
by Col!etotncum Lagtnarium， concluded that penetration takes place directly 
through the cuticle from appressor匂 whichare in close contact with it， and 
which are provided with a small round germ pore; but the manner of cuticle 
penetration has not been definitely determined. 
ln the case of He!mintlzospon'um 0.ヴ'Zaeand its related species， our know-
ledge of the mechanism， by which the hyphae penetrate the epidermal cells of 
host plants is very meagre. Our present experiments here recorded were 
undertaken in order to fil this gap in our knowledge. And our attention has 
been focussed chiefly upon the mode of anchorage of the germ tube， the 
formation of the appressoria， the penetration into the host epidermis， and 
ef{ects of the advancing mycelium upon the host cells. 
1. Germination of the conidia and anchorage of the germ tube. 
The conidia of the fungus under examination germinate as readily in 
water as in nutrient media after one or two hours' incubation at a tempera-
ture of 200 to 300， as shown by HORI ('01)， KUROSAWA ('11)， SUYEMATSU 
{'19) and the present writers ('20， pp・546-548). Here， the writers will con-
-sider chiefly the anchorage of the germ tube. 
ln flask cultures of Helm;nthosporium 0.りIzaein liquid media， such指
Tice decoction and glucose solution， within 1 or 2 days after sowing the 
-conidia， fungus colonies appear fixed firmly to the glass wall. ln cultures 
{)f Piricularia 0.ヮ'zatand other fungi， the colonies are suspended in the liquid 
τnedia， and do not adhere to the wall. From this fact， itis thought that 
the myceli um of He!mintlzo，毛pon'um0.ヮ8aemust be provided with some or-
gans of attachment. 
As to the anchorage of the germ tube， BLACKMAN and WELSFORD ('16) 
speak as follows:“The cause of strong adhesion of the young germ tubes 
to the leaf was found to be the mucilaginous nature of the outer layers of 
the wall of germ tube. This appears to have been overlooked by previous 
workers owing to it transparency; but it is easily demonstrated by mounting 
the germinating spores in a fine suspension of dark colored particles...・H ・…
The sheath is also easily demonstrated by staining with weak gentian violet 
for thirty seconds and mounting in water." 
In the case of the germ tube of正{elminthosporium0.ヴ'zae，the method 
<>f. BLACKMAN and WELSFORD (' 16) was foIIowed by thc writers. 1n hanging-
-drop preparations of 24 hours' culture in sterile distilled water the germ tubes 
.are enveloped in a thick mucilaginous layer， ifthe preparations were stained 
with weak gentian violet for 30 seconds and mounted in water. The sheath 
ls also demonstrated by mounting the germ tubes in 1ndian ink， as shown 
by ERRERA， BLACKMAN and WELSFORD ('16)， and Boy日 ('21)etc. lnp陀 pa-
-rations stained with gentian violet， the mucilaginous sheath is a light colored 
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envelo戸 aroundthe deep colored germ tube， the width of the sheath being 
nearly the same as that of the germ tube as shown in the Figures 1ー 3of 
the Plate VIII. ln young and short germ tubes， after 3 to 6 hours' incubation， 
the sh伺 this broad near the base of the germ tube and gradually becomes 
narrower toward the tip. 1n hyphae of 24 or 48 hours' growth， the muci-
laginous sheaths are nearly equal in the width at al points of the hyphae. 
By means of this mucilaginous sheath the mycelium adheres to the sur-
fa白 ofthe host p}ant and also glass， and cOl1sequently shows no tendency 
to become detached of. ln the fixed and stained preparation it ca') no longer 
be observed as a sheath， although the remains of the sheaths are sometimes 
visible as fine threads. 
After 2 hours' incubation at 30oC.， a greater part of the conidia ger・
minated， but the mucilaginous envelope could hardly be seen when stained 
with weak gentian violet. After 3 hours' incubation the appearance of the 
slime sheath was nearly the same. After 4 hours it was observed fairly 
well， and after 6 hours the staining of the sheath was seen distinctly. 
2. Appressoria. 
The swol1en sporelike bodies produced by the germ tubes of the spores 
of Fusicladium of popular and other fungi were observed by FRANK ('83). He 
showed that the organs acted as holdfasts， by means of which the fungus 
was firmly attached to its host during the early phase of development， and 
gave to al. organs of this class the name“Appresorien oder Haftorgane." 
DE BARY ('86) first showed the formation of the complex adhesion organs 
(Haftbu託 hel)of Sclerotinia. BUSGEN ('93) made a complete study from a 
physiological standpoint. He showed that the germ tubes of many parasitic 
fungi produce adhesive organs of various forms， and that their formation is 
due to a mechanical stimulus resulting from contact of the germ tubes with 
some solid bodies. 
HASSELBRING ('06)， studying on the appresso巾 ofthe fungi of anthrac-
noses， concluded as follows: “The adhesion discs are formed as a result of 
stimuli from mechanical contact acting on the germ tubes. When growiflg 
in nutrient media the germ tubes lose their power of reacting to contact stimuli 
by the formation of appressoria." 
As to the appressoiia ofルIminthosporium0ヴ'JIaeand its related species， 
so far as known， we can find no代 cordsexcept B町田R'S('01) description， 
which runs as follows:“The hypha swells up slightly in close contact with 
the cuticule in the case of Helmintko.ゲ'oriumSacc!U1ri Butl." Our observations 
made upon the appressoria of the germ tubes of Herminthosporium Ory8ae 
are here given. 
A. 0" s!ide glass. 
Spores were sown into drops of water on slide glasses in a moist cham-
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ber， and kept at 300C. These spores readi1y germinated; and the formation 
of appressoria of the germ tubes was searched for， after 2， 3， 4.6， 12. 18， 24-
and 48 hours respectively_ After 12 hours' incubation， an end of a germ 
tube was found firmly fixed， and the end did not move， even when the cover 
glぉswas dislocated. From this， the presence of a 1叫 dfastorgan at the 
end of the germ tube was suspected. But we could白ndno particular organs 
which could be distinguished from ordinary hyphae. After 24 hours we found 
appressoria formed on the glass plate， the tips of the germ tubes being 
swollen and branched into tufts， asshown in Figures 8 & 9 of Plate VIIL 
The appressoria are 8 -1 3μand rareJy 15μwidth， whi1e the ordinary hy. 
phae are ca. 4-5μwide_ 
B. 0ηleaves of ne会h叫s_
Cut leaves of white parts of a variegated form of rice plant， which was 
cultivated for the purposes of the study of heredity， were used as material 
for infection， in some cases also cut leaves of yoUl干gmaize pJant were used. 
The spores were gathered both from pure cultures and from infected rice 
plants. Before the infection the leaves were washed with a gent1e stream 
of steri1e distilled water to remove as far as possible extraneous spores and 
dust. The spores were then placed on their surfaces. They were kept in 
thermostat at 300C. At intervals thereafter these inoculated leaf areas were 
cut out with scissors; and the cut pieces were fixed in 90% alcohol for a 
'few minutes， then washed in water， and stained with weak gentiao violet for 
2、r3 minutes and again washed in water. Water mounts were Plade and 
thc.! surface of the epidermis was carefully examined under microscope. 
From the examination of a considerable number of these preparatioo it 
was found that-within 3 hours after inoculation appressoria had been formed 
io abundance. Ends of germ tubes became gnarled. swelled up， branched 
and took on an irregular form， with many septa. After 5 hours' incubation 
the formation of appressoria became more pronounced. 
When the ends of the germ tubes happen to come to open stomata， in 
many cases they do not swell up so distinctly as on parts other than stomata. 
As to the factors influencing the formation of appressoria， our opinioD 
is the same as出atof DEBARY ('86) and BUSGEN ('93)， name1y that they are 
formed as the results of contact stimulus， although the presence of food 
material and a liberal supply of oxygen l'JiIay also have come s¥lbsidiary ef-
fect upon their f0rmation. In our experiments， on a glass surface， app陀ssoria
are observed after 18ー 24hours' incubation， while 00 the surface of rice leaves 
they can be seen readi1y after 3 hours. 
3. Penetration. 
Penetration of the leaf by this parasite seems to take place， so far as 
is known from the present study. through open stomata as well as through 
the walls of epidermal cells of the host plant. 
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A. Penetration tkrough oten stomata. 
The germ tubes of conidia germinating on the leaf of the rice plant were 
found to pass through the stomata， ifthe stomata were open when the ends 
of the germ tubes happened to reach them. 
As already described， white cut reaves of variegated rice plant on wet 
filter paper in Petri dishes were sown with the conidia of正{elminthosport'um
Oryzae and at intervals such leaves were fixed in 90~ alcohol for a minute， 
and then washed， stained with gentian violet and mounted in ¥Vater. 
By the examination of the preparations， itwas shown that within 2 to 4 
hours after inoculation the stomatal infection takes place， ifa germ tube hap-
pens to reach an open stoma. The end of the germ tube swells up slightly， 
and inserts a thin infectiQn hypha through the open stoma. The infection 
hyphae are ca. 2μin diameter. In the above described preparation， the 
openings of the stomata can readily be observed by the deep violet color 
of the stomatal apertures， while the closed stomata are not stained w'ith gentian 
violet. As soon as penetration through stomata is gained， the infection 
hyphae seem to swell into vesicles of the hosts epidermal cells. 
B. Penetration tkrougk walls of ep幼 'rmalcels. 
1n this case the first preliminary to penetration is the firm adhesion of 
th己 fungusmycelium to the host surface. This appears to be e佐ctedby 
means of mucilaginous sheath and appressorium. When the tip of a hypha 
comes into contact with the surface of a rice leaf at a point， where there 
are no open stomata， itundergoes some change， and appressoria are formed. 
In this case， infection hyphae伺 nnotbe seen， because they may be under-
neath the large appressoria. In a preparation obtained after 18-20 hours' 
incubation， however， around the place where an appressorium is seated， a 
yellow or yellowish brown discolation emerges. The center of the discolora-
tion is dark and becomes lighter toward the margin. From the data it may 
be assumed that the infection takes place， and the host cells are discolored 
as a result of the action of the invading hyphae (Figure 2 of Plate IX). 
In some cases the writers observed small slits in the outer cuticulized 
walls of the epidermal cells close to the appressoria. The slits， which are 
seen as violet colored lines， are 3-5μlong and 0.5μwide. 
When the cut l~aves of young maize plant were used as material for 
infectiol1， the invading hyphae were easily observed by surface inspection of 
epidermal cells under microscope. The conidia， pla田 don young maize leaves， 
germinate as readily as upon rice leaves. The germ tubes run in every di-
rection， and the ends are somewhat swollen in many cases. After 18-24 
hours' incubation， numerous spots of 1-2 mm. in diameter， with a some-
what transparent appearance， became visible. 
When portions of these spo悦ingswere fixed， stained with gentian violet 
and examined under microscope， the germ tubes appeared deep violet， and 
the penetration hyphae， which were not stained， were visible within the epider-
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mal cells underneath the appressoria_ The invading hyphae， which passed 
through the cuticular layer of the epidermal cells of maize leaves， were mark-
edly swollen， as shown in Figures 10 & 11 in Plate VIII. The invading hy-
phae are 5-7μwide and have many septa， the swollen parts being 1 Sー18μ
wide. The contents of the i1Vadiug hyphae are rather coarse， and granular. 
IX. Thermal relations. 
1. Effect of temperature on the germination of conidia. 
A. Optimum temperatu1'e fo1' the germina的1of conidia : Effect of tem-
perature on germination of conidia of正{elminthosporiumOryzae was reported 
by the present wr悦 rsin a previous paper (NISIKADO & MIYAKE '20). Per-
centage of the conidia-germination at various temperatures and various in-
tervals of incubations are summarized， from our previous writing， asfollows: 
Table XIlI. 
Summary of germina.tion experimen旬。f也econidia. of 
Helm伽品ospoγiu川 οr，，;~ae at various tempera.tures a.nd different interva.ls. 
Experiments. 1. IL III. 
Hours of incuhation. E E I 2I 3 14 1 5 2 
Temperature (C.) Germination percentage. 
350 。 。 39 む4 1 45 53 58 65 33 
30。 。 。 72 59 3 38 75 63 79 71 
25。 。 3 45 67 7 37 54 40 71 70 
20。 。 。 。 81 6 25 42 tl 50 33 
150 。 。 7 29 。 。 36 so 45 42 
Although the above figures show an irregularity， which may originate 
from the comparative small number of measurements， and make a definite 
conclusion di伍cult，the optimum temperature for germination seems to be 
between 2S and 30oC. 
B. Germuzatiou of conidia at lower temperatures: Considerable investi-
gations of the f<!atures of conidia-germination of Helmin~hosporium aηIzae at I 
tem戸日turesnear the optimum， has been made by HORI ('01)， KUROSAWA 
('Il). HARA ('18) and SUEMATU ('19). The present writers also described 
their studies on this point in the previous part of this paper. In this place， 
therefore. the writers wish to repo代 onlythe abnormal features of the conidia-
germination at the temperatures near limits. 
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Conidia of this fungus secured from pure cultures were sown in melted 
and moderately cooled rice agar in test tubes (10 cc. per tube). The agar 
in test tubes was poured into Petri dishes. The plates， thus prepared， were 
placed in a rifrigerator kept at 2oC. (Sometimes it attains to 30C.， but not 
above 30C.) 
After a week's incubation these plate were inspected. Colonies were not 
observed in the plate cultures with the naked eye. On the otherhand， mkro・
scopically， itwas possible to perceive the germination of conidia. The germ 
tubes produced at these low temperatures， were not linear or cylindrical， as 
in the case at temperatures near the optimum， and they were abnormalJy 
swolJen and sphrerical or elliptical. They were hyaline and provided with 
pretty coarse granular contents. The germination took place from the both 
ends of the conidia， a germ tube from each end. 
Even af1企r2 week's incubation， macroscopical colonies were not seen. 
In this case the germ tubes enlarged slightly， but were similar to those of 
after a week's incubation in general appearance (Figure 6 of Plate VI). The 
measurements of germ tubes formed at 2oC. after one and two weeks， are 
given in the following table. 
Period of 
Table XIV. 
Mea.Buremen旬 of也egerm加.besformed from conidia. of 
Helm伽thω'poriumO，.yzae a.t 20 . 
No.of Place of Lt:nglh of germ lubes. Width of germ tubes. 
conidia 
incubation. measured. gern tube. Average I ~~~. IMinimu v |Maxi ib1i erage 1 mum1"'ln官、u町、
weeks mikrons 
Basal cel 三引制4 17.20 17.20 25，80 8.60 E 21 ~ 8.60 Apiα1 cel 51.60 17.~0 19.27 25.80 
Basal cel 37.23 68.36 17.20 21.16 29.24 12.8l 
z 31 
Apical cel 31.47 60・36 17.20 21.5l 27.50 12.82 
From the figures in above table， itis to be seen that the conidia of this 
fungus were ablc: to germinate at even as a low temperature as 2oC.， though 
the germ tubes were of abnormal shape. The conidia， having these abnor-
mally swollen germ tubes， were then placed in a temperature of 2SoC.， and 
kept there for 12 hours. Thereupon， linear shaped， 1I0rmal， germ tubes were 
produced from the 'abnormally swollen germ tubes or from the conidia them-
selves (Figure 13 of Plate VlII). From these data it seems that the tem-
perature of 2oC. may be lower limit for the germination of the conidia. 
Conidia of this fungus were then germinated at SOC. In this tcmpera-
ture， after two weeks colonies were visible to the naked eye. The germ tubes 
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or hyphae were somewhat. thicker than those formed at moderate tempera-
tures. They are many-septated， and constricted at septum， and 6-8μwide. 
The hyphal cells are 10μlong (the limits are 7-27μ)， and spherical or 
elliptical in shape. The whole appearance of the hyphae is moniliform. 
C. Germt'nation of conidia at "な'ltertemteratures: T 0 test the conidia 
germination at higher temperatures， conidia secured from pure culture on rice 
agar were sown in melted rice agar in test tubes (5 cc. in a tube). During 
出ecoagulation of the agar， the test tubes were roJled; and the agar co-
agulated on the wall of the tubes. The test tubes， thus prepared， were kept 
in thermos secured at temperatures of 200， 300 and 400C. respectively. After 
incubation for 6 hours at these temperatures， the germination of conidia was 
inspected. 11 these ex戸riments，germiantion of conidia at 40oC. (380C. at 
the ends of the experiments) was plainly observed， though it wa:s poor as 
sho¥¥'n in Table XV. 
At the moderate temperatures the germination of the conidia generally 
takes place only from the end cells of base and apex as reported by SUEM~τu 
(' 19)， and not from the middle cells. At higher temperatures， however， the 
ronidia gemination from the middle cells incremvery much，as shown in 
the following table: 
Table XV. 
Place a.nd leng也 of也egerm旬，besproduced from也，econidia. of 
Hel1n伽 tlw8par抑制 Oryzaea.f1旬r6 hours' incuba.tion a.t 40'， 3D' and 20'C. 
Length of germ tubes.件
Tempera・ No.of Place from G町minationgerminated wbich the AveralegBeEoth f 
ture， C. conidia germ tubes 
戸rcentat total 
measured. appe町ed. tbe place. Maximum. Minimum. Average. for a 
conidiurn. 
96.3 170 10 68.9 
40。 49 Apical cel 100.0 130 5 54.0 
Middle白 15 30.7 105 5 24・7
10.0 12C由 90 484.8 
30'。 62 Api岨l僧 1 10.0 830 45 403.1 
Middle cels 21.0 1030 170 403・9
10.。 580 50 34.2 
20。 70 Apical cel 97-1 490 '10 JOO.4 
Middle cel1s 2.9 2)0 140 185.0 
Then to determine the maximum temperature for the conida germination. 
the writer kept the tubes sown with the conidia as above stated， attemperatures 
of 410， 420・5and 450C. The conidia germination took place in those kept at 
410 for 6 hours. The germ tubes， produced at this temperature， were sphen-
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cal in shape and similar to those produced at 20C.， though the former were 
much smalIer than the latter. No conidia germinated at 42・50and 450C. 
The conidia， which were kept at these temperatures for 6 hours， were then 
put to the moderate temperature of 25 oC. A氏el'12 hours at this temperature 
the conidia easily germinated; and many germ tubes were produced from a 
single cell as shown in Figure 13 of Plate VIII. This phenomenon is veηr 
rare in the normal germination. 
2. E能ctof Temperature on the growth. of mycelium. 
The comparison of the growth of the colonies at various temperatures 
may be a good method of determinig the effect of temperature on the growth 
of mycelium. 1t seems to be rational to compare of the colonies， produced in 
liquid cultural media after a definite time of incubation at various tempera-
tures. This method is tedious in technics and apt to give wrong results. The 
present writers， thereゐre，prefer the method of measuring the colonies on Petri 
dishes at definite intervals of incubation at particular temperatures. Ten cc. 
of rice agar medium in a test tube was poured into a Petri dish. After the. 
medium had cooled and coagulated， a poぽrt“ionof agar' culture of正tか{e/min万
d tluJs，拶pμorium0ヴ'zae.was tr悶a叩nsf先伽b討r汀redt旬othe center of the agar medium in P民et凶
dish， with a flamed platinum ring of 2 mm. in diameter. The platinum ring 
used， isa kind of platinum loop， hand-wrought for this pu中ose.
The results of the experiments are given in the following tables: 
Tempera. 
ture， C.
Tab!e XVI. 
Grow也 ofthe colonies of Hdm伽杭osportum0ηIzae 
at tempera知resof 350 and 3000. 
StraIIl Average diameter after 
No. 3 days I 5何 S Macroscopic features of the colonie5 after 7 days. 7 days 
lum. ll1n1. mm. 
Aerial mGyocoed liusm mis lpaotiora -Coloniesolive-colour-45 9.0 19.0 23.0 ed. Good spo 
6% 6.3 20.3 24.0 CoSpFiomus 1ae・rial mycelium. 
Colonies hyaline， n。
ation. 
83 6.0 21.7 23・3 Coipn iotuhs 
‘ 
aerial mycelium. _ Colonies dark∞loured 
the center. no sporulation・
4S 43・3 21.7 94.0 
Poor aerial midy1a celium.Margin regul町 circle.
Good conidia formation. 
62 41.3 72.7 92.3 
Coipni。目usaeriabl emcoymceinli um.Colon1es.Clove brown 
肘nler，becoming lighter towards m町gin.
No. conidia. 
83 37.3 71.3 94・0 Copious aerial mycelium. . No conidia. 
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Table XVII. 
Growぬ of也.ec010凶esof Helm机品QsporiumOryzae at色empera.知res
of 15う22う270a.nd 32'C.， a.色色h巳 endof 7 da.y's cu1ture. 
Tate町m、pecr-.l|Stmin||AwmgeConidia | | Aerial 山 ersof|lロ Coloration of colODies. No. Idiameter.1 formaL my但JiW'll. 皿町.glO.
4S 27.25 +・ IPoor I 1叫山町h向 IBuffy brOWD 
63 46巧| 一 I l'airly rich. I CircuJar， hairy. I Do.， somewhat Iighter. 
83 3P5 Rich. Polygonal， hairy. Do. 
4S 58.∞ + Poor， hyaline. Coarse， weavy. Clove hrown in the center. 
22。 63 77-95 
Fairly rich. 
paloe r nhuyta-1g1nraey . Circular. Do. 
83 66∞ Fairly rich. Do. Do. 
Clove brown in the ceD・
4S 80.75 + F∞r. Do. ter，kcoEmiUng Elighur 
to the m 
匂 84・75 Copious. Do. Do・
83 lMroughiDO 
45 40.∞ + Very poor. I Do・ Do. 
63 24伊| ー I Copious. I Do. I Do. 
83 一 I Do. I Do. 
‘+ sign shows that the conidia are formed， and -sign DOt formed. 
The figures given in the above tables show that the optimum temperatu問
for the growth of the fungus mycelium is between 270 and 300C.， or at least 
near these temperatures， and simi1ar to that for the germination of conidia. 
3. Effect of temperature on the formation of conidia. 
The shape， size， color and other characters of the conidia ~rown on various 
media and on host at moderate temperatures have been already reported in 
the previous chapters of this paper. Here， therefore， those characters having 
special re1ation to temperature wi1 be bl色白ystated. 
A. Maxi:悦 umandmini:慨~um temteratures for the c側:idz'afiωmation. τ~his
itngus did not produce the conidia in cultures kept at 20 to 30C.; and at 
50C. the conidia formation was scarece1y observed. Minimum temperature for 
the conidia formation， therefore， seems to be 50 to 60C. The conidia ofthis 
fungus are easi1y produced in cultures at 350C. but not in those at 390 to 
400C.; at the latter temperature even the growth of mycelium is very poor. 
From these facts it seems that the maximum temperature for the formation 
of conidia lies between 360 and 380C. 
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B. Size and snajJe of conidia : About 200 measurements of conidia were 
made from the colonies formed at various temperatures on rice agar madia. 
Results of the measurements are given in the following table: 
Table XVIII. 
Mea.n， rnode a.nd s也，nda.rddevia.tion of也e由 eof the conidia. 
of Helminthospor抑制 Oryzaeformed on rice a.gar medium 
a.t匂mpera.turesof 30'， 25. a.nd 2000.* 
Temperature， C. Mean Mode Standard deviatio且
30。 87.822土 0.830 96.90 16.28.:1土0.587
Length of conidia 250 94・784土 1.072 104.5 22・477土 9・758
(in "，) 
91.709土 0.654 89.25 14.548土 0463200 
30。 18.602土 0.130 17.85 2.685土 0.092
Width of conidia 25。 16.645土 0.083 16.575 1.744土 0.059
(in "，) 
20。 16.∞E土 0.065 " 1.540土 0.052
30. 8.846土 0.072 8 1.J51土 0巧 E
。fconidia 250 9.050土 0.089 9 1.876土 0.063
200 8.381土 0.059 8 1.144土 0.042
According to the figures in the above table， the conidia produced at 300C. 
are shorter in length and greater in width than those at 200C.， that is， the 
conidia formed at 300 are compatatively short and wide， and those at 200 
are the contralγ. 
Conidia formed at the minimum temperature (50C.) on rice agar， are cy・
lindric， straight， and not obclavate and curved. At this temperature， the 
number of septa is less than that at moderate temperatures， and generally 2 
to 6. 
cο'/our of conidia: Conidia formed on rice agar at lower tempera-
tures are generally dark in colour and becoming lighter with the rise of the 
temperature of incubation. Colours of conidia on rice agar media at various 
temperatures are generally as follows: 
350C. Pale olive-buff (21'" f) or deep olive-buff (21'" b) 
300C. Dark olive-bu仔(21'勺 orlight grayish olive (21"" b) 
250C. Grayish olive (21"つ
200C. Grayish olive (21"") or deep grayish olive (21'111 i) 
150C. Dark olive (21"'m) or dark grayish olive (21""k) 
50C. Citrone-drab (21'" i) or deep olive (21111 k) 
* Figures in this table are cited {rom those given in Tables VIII-X， and' are the measurements 。fthe conidia， formcd at various temperatu問s，on the rice agar media， prepared at the same 
time. Measurements of the conidia formed on rice agar media， prep町edat diferen t times， are 
excluded because the composition o{ which may be diferent {rom each other. 
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4. Thermal death points. 
Results of our experimen匂 onthe thermal death points of the present 
fungs were given in a pre吋ouspaper (NISIKADO and MIYAKE '20). They 
are between 500 to 52oC. for the conidia， and 480 to 500C. for the mycelia 
or germinated conidia， inthe case of ten minutes' immersion in hot water. 
玄.s四回ptibilityof the conidia to the solutions 
of the varioUB chemicals. 
In the course of the present investigation the writers have found that the 
occurrence of the disease in the nur民rymay be prevented by treatments of 
the rice-seeds. Concerning the effects of民edtreatments upon the germination 
of the rice seeds and Helmint/t.osporium 0:ヮ'zae，papers have already been 
published by the writers in other places (NlSlKADO & MIYAKE '21). In this 
place the writers record only the results of their experiments on the suscep-
tibi1ty of the conidia to the solutions of various chemical substances. 
1. Experimental Method. 
The effects of treatments with solutions of various chemicals on the conidia 
of正felminthosporiu1tl0ヴルuwere determined by the following method， which 
is the modification of the devise of E. F. SMITH. Rice seeds in lots of 2∞ 
or more were placed in test tubes， plugged and sterilized by dry heat at 1500 
to 160oC. for half an hour in order to kil al1 internal and surface organisms. 
Before use， the tubes were opened and sufficient quality of sterilized distilled 
water added， to cover the seeds， with aseptic precautions. These tubes were 
then shaken to prevent of air bubbles forming on the surface of the grains. 
The water was drained off， when the whole surface of the grains was moist-
ened. Then the seeds were transferred into Petri dish cultures of Hel.伊tzn-
tkosporium 0.ヴ'zaeof rice agar， bearing abundant conidia， and shaken suffi-
ciently to be coated with conidia. 
The cultures used in the pre時nt田riesof experiments were of strain 
NO.45・
Seeds thus prepared were dropped into sterile test tubes which contain the 
solutions of the chemicals to be tested. Concerning the preparation of the 
solutions of the various chemicals to be tested， the mole solutions were prepared 
with sterilized distiIled water. In many cases one part of the solution of 
known strength was added with aseptic pr'民autions，to 3 parts of distilled water 
in sterile test tubes. In some cases one part o{ the solutions， tobe tested， was 
added to equal part of quantity of distilled water. In this method vario凶
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dilutions of di倍erentchemicals were secured under practical1y sterile conditions. 
The seeds were taken out from the solutions after they had been acted 
uponゐ，r~， 1， 2， 4， 6， 12， 24， 48， 72 and 96 hours同 S戸ctivelyat a tem-
perature 25~C.. and were dropped into sterile test tubes containing 20 cc.of 
disti1led water. They were allowed to remain for 12 to 24 hours in order to 
wash off the chemicals from the surface of the grains. The seeds were trans-
ferred in pairs to a lot of rice agar in a poured plate， which was divided into 
4 lots marked by 'lndian ink frorn the botton side. The seeds were handled 
with a small hand-wrought spoon which had been dipped in alcohol and flamed. 
Control seeds which had been inoculated but "ot subsequently treated were 
also planted on the agar. They were kept at 2SoC. at least for 5 days， and 
records were made of the reseults. The controls usually develo戸da typical 
colony of Helm印tlto，ザ'orium0ヴ'saearound each kemel. Treated seeds， ifal 
the conidia there on were ki1led by the solutions used. remained sterile un-
less contaminated with other organisms， or produced colonies of the Helmin-
thosporium if the solution had not been fully e能ctive. This method was a 
g∞d index of the e舵cton the fungi of various treatments studied， as stated 
by H. BRAUN ('20). 
The {ollowing chemicals were treated in this manner: 
Ammonium fluoride， Calcium carbonate， 
Calcium chloride， Ca!cium hy伊chloride，
Calcium oxide， Copper acetate， 
Copper chloride， Cop戸rsulphate. 
Hy4rogen 戸roxide， 1ron sulphate， 
Lead acetate. Mercuric chloride， 
Potassium bromide， Potassium carbonate. 
Potassium chromate， Potassium dichromate， 
Potassium iodide. Potassium sulphate. 
Silver nitrate， Sodium cabonate， 
Sodium sulphate. Zinc sulphate， 
Ammonium hydroxide， Sodium hydroxide， 
Boric acid， Hydrochloric acid， 
Nitric acid， Sulphuric acid， 
Acetic acid， Carbolic acid or phenol， 
Picric acid or trichlorphenol. Salicilic acid or oxybenzoic acid. 
Tannic a拭ci泊d(c∞omr町lme
Lysol (commercial. Lyman's British made). 
2. ResuIts of the expcriments. 
The results of the experiments are given in the following tables. 1n 
these tables the plus sign means the presence of the living conidia or the 
production of the fungus colonies around the kemels， and the minus sign means 
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their destruction， and the circle sign means the germination of the conidia in 
the solutions tested. 
Table XIX. 
Germicidal efficiency of也evarious chemicals 
agains色也.econidia of Helm伽thospo1"'Iu隅 Oryzaeat 25'0. 
白t72;笥:t22ti叫 I Time of目抑制問 to伽山tions. (in hours) 
MOle.j Percen叩|ムII I 2 I 4川lZI~，バム r-72I併
AmmoniuOl ftuoride， NH.F 
M 3・7 + ー 一 ー ー
M/4 0.925 + + + 一 ー 一 一
M/4・0.231 + + + ー ー 一 一
M/4・0.05t1 + + + +一 ー 一 一
M/4・0.014S + + + + + 一 ー
M/4・O.∞'362 + + + + + + +。
M/4・0.0α場05 + + ++ + + +0 +0 
M/4' 0.000226 + + + + + +0 +0 
ClUcium carbonate， CaCO. 
M 10.0 + + + + + +0 
M/4 2.5 + + + + + +0 
M/4・ 0.625 + + + + + +0 
M/4・ 0.156 + + + + + +0 
Calcium chloride， CaCl.+6H.O 
M 21.9 + + + + + + 
Mμ 5・475 + + + + + + 
Mμ' E・3匂 + + + + + +0 
M/4" 0.342 + + 4ム + + +0 
Calcium hypω:hloride， CaOCl. 
The results of the experim四匂withthis substllnce are pre揖ntedlater. 
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Table XIX. (伽助制)
Time of exposure 10 the solutions. (in hours) 
M01ιI Percent申 ~ 1 1214161121241481川96
Calcium oxide， C心
30.0 ー 一 ー 一
30μ=7・5 ー 一 一 ー ー 一， 
30/4・=1.875 + + 一 ー 一 ー
30/4・=0・4匂 + + ー ー 一 一
30/4・=0.1172 + + 一 一 ー 一
30/4・=0.0292 + + + ー ー 一
30/4" = O.∞73 + + + + 一 ー
Copper acetate， Cu(C.H.O.).+H.O 
M 20.0 ー
M/4 5.0 + 
M!42 1.25 →-
M/4・ 0.31 + 
Copper cbloride，白CI2+2H.。
M 17.05 一
M/4 4.26 + 
M/4・ E品 + 
M/~' 0.265 + 
Copper sulphale， CuSO. + 5H. 0 
M 24・97 + 一 一 一 ー ー 一 一 一 ー
M/2 12.49 + 一 一 一 ー 一 ー 一 ー 一
M/2' 6.25 + 一 ー 一 ー 一 ー 一 ー ー
M!2S 3.125 + + ー 一 ー 一 ー ー ー 一
M/2・ 1.563 + + +ー +一 一 一 ー ー 一 ー
M/1.' 0.782 + + + + + ー 一 ー 一 一
M/l.・0.391 →- + + + + ー ー ー ー ー
MI1.' 0.195 + + + + + ー 一 一 ー ー
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Conc四 tration(dilution) 。fthe師 lutions.
恥 le.1 Percent 
白PI附叫ph蹴 . (Con邸附a)
Mf28 0.0977 + 
M/29 00488 + 
M/Zl0 0.0244 + 
M/211 0.0122 + 
M/211 O.∞61 + 
M/Z13 O.∞'305 + 
M/214 O.∞153 + 
M/215 O.α氾76 + 
Hydrogen peroxide. H.O. 
3.0 
3/2 = 1.5 
3/2" = 0.75 
3/2" = 0・325
'3/2' = 0.1625 
lron sulphate. FeSO+7H.O 
M/2 13・91
M/4 6.955 
M/4" 1.739 
M/4" 0.435 
Lead acetate， Pb(C.H.O.). 
10.0 
10/4 = 2・5
10/4' = 0.625 
10/4・=0.156 
10/4' = 0・039
Table XIX. (C:訓抑附'd)
4・ + + + +一 ー
+ + + + + ー
4・ + + + + 一
+ + + +. + 一
+ + + + + 一
-骨・ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
一 ー ー
ー ー 一
一 ー 一
+ ー ー
+ + ー
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+. + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ 4・ + 
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ー ー 一
ー ー 一
一 一 ー
一 一 一
一 一 ー
一 ー 一
+ + + 
+ 4・ + 
一 一 ー
一 一 一
一 一 一
一 ー
一 一 一
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
一 一 一
+ 一 ー
→- + 一
+ + + 
→- + 4・
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Table X IX. (Con励艇の
CODc~ntration (dilutioD) I ~~t~h~q~~ï~t~~~~~"UUJ I Time of exposure to the 80Jutions. (iD hours) 
一l-L I五一 1 1 121 416112 124148 1バム
Mercuric chloride， HgC1. 
M/23 3・3874 ー 一 ー ー 一 一 一 一 一 ー
M/210 0.02648 一 一 一 ー ー 一 ー ー ー ー
M/21 0.01324 一 一 ー ー 一 ー ー ー ー ー
M/21t O.∞662 一 ー 一 一 ー ー ー ー 一 一
MI1.18 O.∞331 一 一 一 ー ー ー ー ー ー 一
M/214 O.∞1655 ー 一 ー ー 一 一 一 一 一 ー
M/21! 0.0008275 + + + + ー ー ー ー 一 一
M/:J16 O.α刈 138 + + + + + + + + + +ー
M/z17 0.000z069 + + + + + + + + + + 
M{ZI8 O.αlOI035 + + + + + + + + 
Potassium bromide， KBr 
M 1l.91 + + + + + + 
Mμ 2.73 + + + + + + 
M/4' 0682 + 4・ + + + + 
Potassium carbonate， K.CO. 
M J3.83 
M/4 3・463
M伊 0.867 
Potossium chromate， K. Cr. O. 
M 19.44 + + + + + + 
M/4 4.86 +. + + + + + 
M(42 I.JZ5 + + + + + + 
M/4S 0・356 + + + + + + 
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Table XIX. (a鵬・仰の
co副注目lralion(dilution) I 
ofthe aoluti。回・ J I Time of exposure to lhe solutions. (in hou吋
白川 …tage~ I-~-I ~-I 2-1 ~ 1 6 I 12 I 川。 1-72I伊
Potassium dichromate， KaCraO， 
M/4 7・36
M/t' 1.8" 
M/4" 0・46
Mμ・0.115 
Mμ・0.027 
Potassium iodide， KI 
10 
10/4 ，.2.5 
10/4・=0.625 
Potassium sulphate， K.SO. 
M I 17・44
Mμ1 4-36 
M/4' I 1.句
Silver nitrate， AgNO. 
M/zJ 4.25 
M/210 0.0166 
M/211 0.(均83
M/2U o.四l425
M/21S o.∞2I25 
M/2U o.∞1063 
M/21ft 0目訓0531
M/216 o.αX>265 
M/217 o.αX>J33 
M/zl8 o.αX由66
M/2t・0.0αX>33 
一
ー
一
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
ー
一
一
ー
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
一 ー
一 一
ー ー
一 ー
一 一
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
ー 一 ー 一 一 ー
+ 一 ー ー 一 ー
+ + + + +一 +ー
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ 
+0 
+0 
+0 
+0 
ー ー 一 ー ー 一
ー ー ー 一 ー ー
一 ー 一 ー ー ー
ー ー 一 一 一 一
ー ー ー 一 一 ー
+一 +一 一 ー ー 一
+ + ー 一 一 一
+ + +ー ー 一 一
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
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Table xrx. (C切崩惜の
白 t古??立;己at;z:♂2rt iぬ。叫 I T引ime“。ofe目E戸s凱叩叩u町Ir問e川 le日solu凶t“ion凪 (in h 。叩u吋
M山 IPerce叩 IJ' I 1 I 2 I 4I 6I 12I 24I 48I 72 I 96 
Sodium carbonate， Na.CO.+IOH.O 
M 28.63 
M/4 7-157 
M伊 I.789 
M/4' 0.447 
Sodium sulphate， Na.SO‘+loH.O 
M/2 I 16.12 
M/4' I 2，015 
M/4・I 0.126 
Zinc sulphate， ZロSO.+7H•O
M 28.76 
M/4 7.19 
Mμ2 1.797 
M/4' 0.449 
Ammonium hydroxide， NH.OH 
M 0.885 
M/4 0.221 
M/4' 0.0553 
M/4" 0.0138 
M/4・O.∞345 
M/4・。α1086
Sodium hydroxide， NaOH 
M I 4.01 
M!4 I 1.∞25 
W/4' I 0.2506 
+ 
+ 
+、
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
ー 一 一 ー ー 一
ー ー 一 一 一 一
ー ー ー ー 一 一
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + +。
+ + + + + +0 
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Table XIX. (Co1lJW僻'tI)
Concentration (dilution) 。fthe solutions. Time of eXp08ure to the solutions. (in bours) 
川 IPercent 21-1 I 2 I 4I 6¥-:-R ムj戸¥96 
おdiumhydroxide， (COII抑制rI)
M/4' 0.06266 +一 一 一 一 ー 一 一 ー 一 ー
M/4‘ 0.(1566 + + + + + + 一 一 一 ー
M/4" O.∞392 + + + + + + + + + + 
Mμ。 O.αxl98 + + + + + + + + + + 
Boric acid， H. BO • 
?，?
? ?
?
。 。
?，
， 、
?， 。 ?
?
?
??
?
••• 
???
?
?? ?
??
Hydr切bloricacid， HCl 
M 3・65 一 一 ー ー 一 一
M/4. 0.9125 + ー ー ー 一 ー
M/4' 0.2281 + + + + +ー +一
M/4" 0.0576 + + + + + + 
M/4・0.0144 + + + + + + 
Nitric acid， HNO. 
M 6.31 一 一 一 ー 一 ー
M/4 1.578 一 一 一 一 ー 一
M/4' 0・3942 + 一 一 ー 一
M/4・0・句855 + + + + →- + 
M/4・0.02464 + + + + + + 
Sulpburic acid， H.SO‘ 
M/4 2'452 一 ー 一 一 ー 一
M/4・0.613 →- + + ー 一 一
M/4・0.1532 + + + + 一 一
M/4・0・0383 + + + + + + 
M/4・O.血>957 + + + + + + 
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Tab!e XIX・(α'IiIinrua)
Time of exposu問 tothe solutions. (in hours) 
州民rcen叩 ム]川 2I 4 I 6 112I 24 I 48 I 72 96 
Carbolic acid or phenol， C.H.OH 
M{2 4・705 一 ー ー ー ー ー ー 一 ー 一
M{2・2.3525 ー 一 ー ー ー 一 ー ー 一 ー
M{2a 1.1762 + + 一 一 一 ー ー 一 一 一
M{2. 0.5881 + + ー 一 ー ー ー 一 ー 一
M{21 0.294 + + + + 一 一 ー 一 ー 一
M/2・0.147 + + + + + + + ー 一 一
M/l' O.句35 + + + + + + + + + + 
M/2・0.0367 + + →- + + + + + + + 
Acetic acid， CH.∞OH 
• 
M 6.0 一 一 一 一 ー 一 ー
M/4 ‘ I.S 一 一 ー 一 一 一 ー
M/4' 0.375 + +ー 一 一 ー 一
M/4. 0・句37 + + + + 一 一 一
Mμ・0.0234 + + + + + + + 
M/4・O.∞508 + + + + + + + 
Picric acid or Trinitrophenol， C.H.(NO山OH.
1.0 一 ー ー 一 ー ー
1/4 = 0.25 ー 一 ー 一 一
zμ事酒0.0625 + + →- + + + 
1{4・=0.0156 + + + +0 +0 +0 
1{4・=0.∞39 + + + +0 +0 +0 
Salicylic acid OT Oxyb伺 zoicacid， C.H.OH.COOH. 
M/4" 0.215 一
M/4・0.0537 一
M{4・0.0134 + 
M{4・。∞335 + 
M{4' 0.0∞84 + 
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Table XIX. (αntinud) 
C017223;tjfZtio川 I Time o(回 po凱削
Mole.1 Percent什~ I 1 r-2 1 ~卜「可24 I 48 I 72I 96
Tanoic acid， (∞mmercia1)， C，.H100. 
10.0 + 
10/4 = 2.5 + 
10/4・=0.6z5 + 
10/4S = 0.156 + 
Forma1debyde， HCHO 
M 3.0 一 一 ー ー 一 ー 一 ー ー ー
M/2 1.5 一 一 一 ー 一 ー ー ー
M/2' 0.75 一 一 一 一 ー 一 ー 一 ー
M/z・0.37S ー 一 一 一 一 ー 一 一 ー ー
M/2・0.1875 + 一 ー 一 一 ー ー ー 一 一
M/2" O.司375 + + 一 一 一 ー 一 一 ー ー
M/28 0.04687 + + + + + ー 一 一 ー ー
M/2' 0.02344 + + + + + + + + + + 
M/Z' 0.01172 + + + + + + + + + + 
Ly卸 1，(∞mm町C凶，British mnde) 
Origina1， 1∞ 
E∞14・=6.巧
1∞/4・=1.5625 
E∞μ・=0・3906 +ー
E∞1'" = O.句 76 + 
E∞14・=0.0246 + 
Resttlts of the dist:呼'eclI，側 ex_.炉riments切ithcalciu悦句会och/oride. Beforl巴
the above recorded experiments were undertaken the susceptibility of the 
conidia of正relmi11tlzo乎orium0ヴ'Zaeto the solutions of bleaching powder or 
calcium hypochloride had been tested by us. 1n the preparation of the 
solutions of this substance， we followed the method of J. K. WILSON ('15). 
Commercial chloride of lime was mixed with equal weight of water. The 
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mixture was then allowed to settle for five or ten minutes and the supernant 
liquid was decanted off or filtrated. The soIution or filtrate which contains 
about 2.5 percent chlorine was 'used as the disinたctantto tests. In each case 
the strength of the solutions was determined by titration with silver nitrate 
釦 lution. Dilutions from this known strength were used as well as the ful 
streng出. They were distibuted into sterilized test tubes， each tube contain-
ing 10 cc. of solution. To each of thωe tubes 2 drops of concentrated conidia 
suspension were added， and the mixtures were well shaken. 
After different intervals of time， the mixtures were again shaken and sub-
cultures were made， and transferred with a platinum loop to sterile test tubes 
containing rice decoction. Tubes thus prepared were kept at a temperature 
of 250C.， and observed at intervals up to a week. The following table presents 
白esummary of the results of this experlment. 
Table XX. 
Germicida.l e飽ciencyof也.esoluもionsof ch10ride 
of lime against也.eco凶dia.of Helm伽tho8pO吋 U悦 οryzae.
Percentage Time ofexpo制問tothe solutions. 。fchlorine 
30m叫1bour 12 hrs in aolutioDs. 5mins. 15 mms. 3 brs. 4 brs. 5h四. 6bn. 7 brs. 
2.75 一 一 ー ー ー ー ー 一 ー ー
4・45 ー 一 ー 一 一 』 ー ー ー ー
2.C旧 +ー 一 ー 一 一 一 ー ー 一 ー
I.75 +一 ー ー ー ー 一 一 ー ー ー
1.5 +一 一 ー ー 一 一 一 一 ー ー
1.0 + +一 一 ー 一 ー ー 一 一 一
05 + +ー ー ー ー 一 ー ー ー
0.25 + + +ー +一 ー ー ー 一 一 ー
0.125 + + +ー +ー ー ー ー ー 一 ー
0.10 + + + + +ー +ー +一 +ー 一 一
0.0625 + + + + + + +ー +ー +一 一
。.05 +・ + + + + + + + +ー ー
0.0313 + + + + + + + + + +ー
0.01 + + + + + + + + + +一
0.01 + + + + + + + + + + 
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3. Summary of the results. 
The more important data brought out in the preceeding tables are as 
follows: 
1) Among the substances tested， mercuric chloride， silver nitra民， copper 
sulphate， calcium hyp凹 hloride，formaldelyde and phenol showed compara-
tively high germicidal efficiency against the conidia of及 1"，仇thostorium
Oヴ'zae.
2) The conidia of this fungus were resistantゐreven 6 to 96 hours' exposu問
to the mole solutions of the following substances: Calcium carbonate， 
calcium chloride， iron sulphate， potassium bromide， potassium carbonate， 
potassium chromate， potassium sulphate， sodium carbonate， sodium sulphate 
(M/2)， Zinc sulphate. These could not be used in any way as germicides 
against the present fungus. 
3) In the cases of the fol1owing chemicals， six hours' treatment was proved 
to be fatal to the conidia， when. the concentrations were made as shown 
within the brackets. Ammonium fluoride (M. or 3・7%)，calcium hypo同
chloride (0.1折 aschlorine)， calcium oxide (7・5to 1∞)， cop戸racetate 
(M. or 20.0%)， copper chloride (M. or 17.05%)， copper sulphate (M/16 
or I.56%)， hydrogen戸roxide(0・75併)， mercuric chloride (M/32，786 or 
O.αX>8%)， potassium dichromate (M/4 or 7・36%)，potassium iodide (10%)， 
si1ver nitrate (M/8， 192 or o.∞2%)， ammonium hydroxide (M/16 or 
0.055%)， sodium hydroxide (M/64 or 0.06%)， hydrochloric acid (M. or 
3.695%)， nitric acid (M/4 or 1.58%)， sulphuric acid (M/4 or 2・45%)，
carbolic acid (M/32 or 0・3%)，acetic acid (M/4 01' 1・5併)， picric acid 
(0.25%)， salicylic acid (M/256 or 0.05)， formaldehyde (M/32 or 0・句%)，
Lysol (1.6%). 
4) Exposures of 12 to 96 hours made litle diff.:rence in the germicidal ef-
ficiency of the solutions of theゐ110wingchemicals. In the brackets the 
minimum fatal concentrations of the solutions are given. 
Mercuric chloride (M/211 or O.∞08%) 
Potassium dichromate (M/4t or 1.84%) 
Potassium iodide (10%) 
Ammonium hydroxide (M/4t or 0.055%) 
Sodium hydroxide (M/4' or 0.06% for 12 hours and 
M/4‘or 0.015 % for 96 hours) 
Hydrochluric acid (M/4 or 0・9%)
Nitric acid (Mμ2 or 0ω%) 
Acetic acid (M/41 or 0・375%for 12 hours and 
M/41 or 0.0937% for 96 hours) 
Carbolic acid (M/z5 or 0.29% for 12 hours and 
Picric acid (0.25 %) 
M/28 or 0.15% for 96 hours) 
FormaIdehyde (M/2' 01:' 0.47%). 
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5) On the other hands， inthe foIIowing chemicals， the germicidal efficiency 
increased in proportion to出elength of exposure. 
Name of The mini皿umfatal st問ngthof the solutioDS at the exposure of 
the chemicals. 1 bour. I2 bours. 96 bours. 
Ammonium fluoride M or 3・7% M/44 or 0.015% 
Calcium oxide 30/4 or 7・5M 30/46 or o.∞73% 
Copper sulpbate MJ:zI or 6.25% Ml:z7 or 0.195% M/2lS or o.∞'3% 
Silver nitrate • M/2l1 or 0.∞'4% M/2U or 0∞12'五 M/216 or o.α)027% 
Sulphuric acid M/4 or 2.45% M/4S or 0.15% 
XI. Vitality in culture. 
政lmintkostoriumaワ'Zaeexhibits long vitali匂， in culture， as is shown 
by theゐIIowingtests. 
On November 5， and 12， 1921 old cultures which had been apparently 
air-dry for months were opened under sterile conditions， and into each a 
portion of rice decoction agar was introduced. The tubes we問 thenplaced 
to harden in such position as to leave the old culture partly submerged. 
Table XXI gives the age of the cultures and the results after five days' in-
cubation. 
Table XXI. 
Vita.li旬 ofHd制加帥θSp01旬 mω"1Jzaein culture. 
No.of I Age叫叫tures Results of the t白ts.tbe strains. N0.of the culures- (in days) 
NO:4S NO.4293 943 Good growth and ∞nidia. 
" 45 " 6083 775 No growth. 
" 45 " 6g88 773 Good growth and conidia. 
" 4S " 6114 767 No grawth. 
" 4S "匂71 569 No growth. 
" 45 " 7247 438 G∞d growth. 
" 83 " 7253 438 Good growth. 
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XII. Taxonomy of the :E・ungus.
In ]apan the earliest mention of a Helminthosporium fungus as parasitic 
on rice plant was given by N. MIURA ('95) in 1895・ Hefound the fungus on 
the rice grains forming long black hairs， and ascribed it Helmintho.学orium
macrocarpum GREV. with the following description: 
Fruit hyphae with septa， irregularly branched or simple， aggregating in 
bushes， bearing here and there spores， 3∞-5∞×ふ-9fl j spores wi出
7-8 transverse septa， c1ub-sh叩ed，straight， dark brown， 60-80 X 15 -1 8μ. 
Although MIURA'S He1minthosporium was ascribed to Helmt'ntlto.ザ0焔 m
mact官 aヴum，the figure and description of his fungus coincides with that of 
the fungus under investigation， except in the fact that the conidia of his 
S戸ciesis c1ub-shaped. More detai1s regarding this identity wi1 be presented 
later. 
In 19∞， G. KUROSAWA ('00) reported the侃 currenceof a disease ゐl1ed
“N aiyake" or“young rice plant rot" which was caused by a species of 
Helminthosporium. 
In the next year S. HORI ('01) published a celebrated investigation on 
this disease of rice plant. In his work he considered the causal fungus to 
be a new s戸cies，and chose a new name Helm仇thosporium0ηIzae in co・
operation with K. MIYABE. 
1. MIYAKE ('勾，， 10) described the existence of .1.最初intho.ザon'um0ヴ'zae
MIYABE et HORI in his studies on the fungi of rice plants in ]apan. There 
he gives出efollowing note: 
Dr. MIURA hat diesen Pilz zuerst entdeckt und hielt ihnぬr正(elmin-
thospo，均m macrocaヴU1nGREV.， wei1 nach den Figuren， welche A. CAT-
TANEO in Arch. Critt. verδ佐ntlichthat， er nur durch Lange der Sporen 
verschieden ist. 
In 1911， G. KUROSAWA ('11) published an English resume of the above 
cited artic1e， inwhich he gave the diagnosis of the fungus as follows: 
ルImintltosporium0ヴzaeHORI et MIYABE. Effusum， atrum， tenue， velu-
timum; hyphis ferti1bus fasciculatis， subflexuosis 102-175 X 3.4-6.8 fl.
2-4関ptatis，extimis hya1inis j basi subinerassatism j conidiis magnis， ob・
longis falcato-vermiculatis， 67-82 X 13-17μ， utrinque rotundatis， 6-7 
民 ptatis.
From our own morphological descriptions， and the above given reviews 
of the previous workers， we are fully convinced that our present fungus is 
identical with Helminthosporium aヮzaeMIYABE et HORI described by S. HORI 
('91) and G. KUROSAWA ('∞， '01)， and also with昂 1m仇thosporiummacro-
m伊umof N. MIURA ('95). 
In 1918， K. HARA ('18) gave a rather detai1ed review ofthe present fungus 
in his " diseぉesof the rice plant." Assuming the identity of Helmint/wsporiuf1I 
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。ヴ'zaeMIYABE et HORI and a fungus which was described in Java under the 
name昂 !minルゲorium0ηIzae BREDA DE HAAN in 19∞，he pre会rredthe name 
島 '!mint1to乎orium0ヴ'zaeBREDA DE HAAN for his fungus， from the reason 
. of the priority. 
The fungus which is known in Java under the name of He!m;ntltosporium 
OりIzaeBREDA de HAAN， from the published descriptions， bears considerable 
resemblance to Qur fungus. It was first described in 1900 as出ecause of 
a leaf disease of rice plant， with the following diagnosis: 
正{e!min，政ospfJrium0ヴ'zae. Bildet augenformige Flecken auf lebenden Reis-
bl品ttern. Centrum der Flecken ganz eingetr∞knet mit braun Rande. Auf 
der Unterseite der Blatter die braunen Conidientrager mit grossen， rauch-
farbigen， spindelformigen Conidien. Conidien sind 6-9-zellig， entstehen 
acrogen， haben eine Lange von 90 mikr.， Breite 16 mikr.， keimen aus 
beiden Polzellen. 
(Vielleicht identisch mit He!mintltospon'um macroca.伊umGREV.， vide THUMEN， 
F. 'N.， Die Pilze der Reispflanze). Ebenfalls auf reifen Fruchten gefunden 
bei der Reispftanze. 
The above cited description of BREDA DE HAAN ('∞) is so brief that we 
can not settle the question of their identity without a comparisoll of sp町imens
of the two fungi; which has not been possible now. Regarding the iden-
tity of the both fungi， however， BREDA DE HAAN in a letter to Y. UYEDA in 
Oct. 1902 reported that the Helminthosporium from Japan was quite identical 
with what he found in rice in Java. As the statement of BREDA DE HAAN， 
if correct， warrants their indentity， itseems advisable to prefere出ename 
He!mintltosporium 0ヮzaeBREDA DE HAAN for the present fungus. 
There are three more Helminthosporium fungi recorded as parasitic on 
rice plant. They are as follo¥Vs: He!mint1tosporium macroca:伊umG阻 v.，
政 'lmintltosporium抑制幼umCAV. and He!m.intMspon'um mamla1fs CATT. 
( 1 ) He!mint1to，伊'oriummacrocaゆum，which w邸 describedby GREVILLE 
('25) in 1825， has so closed resemblance to the p陀sentfungus， asto cau舘
a confusion of the two. 1t was confused by N. MIURA ('95). The description 
of He!mint1tospfJrium macrocaヴ腕 GREV.given by v. THUMEN ('94) runs話
follows: 
He!mintltospfJrium m出 roca伊umGREV. caespitulis effusis， veltinis， atro-oliva-
ceis vel fuligineis j hyphis aggregatis laxis sublatis， simplicibus vel parcissime 
ramosis， septatis， 4∞-s∞μlongis 15-20μcrassis， apice obtusiusculis; 
spo巾 (conidi田)oblongato・clavatis，6→septatis， ad septa non con蜘ictis，
fuligineis， 60-80 X 15-18μ， acrogenis. 
Between the above cited s戸ciesand our fungus， di偽renceis found in 
由eshape of the conidia and in the size of the conidiophores. The meぉ・
urement and shape of the conidia and of the conidiophores of the both species 
given by previous authors and ourselves， are shown in the following table: 
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Table XXII. 
Size and sha戸 of也.econidia and size of 
也.econidiophores of Hel叫知的osporiu則。ryzaeBreda de Haan 
and Helm加tlw8por伽例制αcrocarpumGrev. 
Name of 
workert. 
Size of 
∞nidioph。開S. Sbape ofωnidiopborea. Size of∞也idia.
Hdmint"，'stori・14m0:ヴ師t.
MIURA ('95) 
HORl ('01) 
JOO-5∞x ~9匹 I Club.shaped. 
E∞-330 x 6-8 p.1 Obclavate，ωrved. 
60-80 X 15-18 p.
84-140 X 1~22 P. 
KUROSAWA ('11)1 102-175X3・4-6.8匹1Oblongis (alcato-vermiculatis. 1 67-82 X 13-17 P. 
HARA(鴻) I∞-5∞X 5-11件IFusiform or obclavate. 84-140 X 14-22仏
90 X 1610 
BREDA de HAAN Spindel(drmig. 
N悶 KADO
{'∞1) 一一
(On bost) Obclayate， curved. 68.8-550X 5-15料
(~n c~~t_ural ~ed~a? 1 Do 
43-533 X 5-13 p.
品 '/I1I;nlho駒市mmacrot:aヲum.
23-1:15 X 1":'2810 
17-133 X 10-28叫
CAπ'A.，.'IEO ('79) 
CJavati5， submcurvis supra sub-
aωtis， in(ra attenuato・acumi-I 7争 -80悼
THUMEN ('94) I 4∞-5∞X 15-20p. 
UNDAU仰の I 4∞-5∞X 15-20p. 
FERRARIS ('12) I 3'∞-5∞X 10-20p. 
natis. I 
Oblongato-clavatis. I 60-80 X 15-18件
Unglich kenlig. I to-80 x 15-18p. 
Elongato-clavatis. I 50 -80 X 14-18 件
From this table we can easi1y found a distinction between正rdmintnos-
porium 0ヮzaeand Hdmin幼ospori・ummacrocaψU1t. 
(I) Helmintltosporium sなmoideum1) was described in 1889 by CAVARA. 
From his description and figures in his Plate XXIl (CAVARA '92) we can 
easily r，田ognizea distinction between our fungus and his species， in shape， 
size and number of septa of the conidia and in other characters. 
(11) 平lmi'ntltosporiummaculans2l was described hy A. CATTANEO ('79) 
1) Tbe description given by CAVARA ('92， p.28.心in“Contribuzionea11a mi∞logia Lo曲arda，. 
is as fo11o¥'l'5 : 
H. s，'gmoia.掛川CAv. Sulle g岨 ine，le foglie e i culmi di 0:ウ'Msaliva estate e autumno・
Forma delle macchie efi凶e，ampie， nere， vellutate; le ife frultifere sono sparse， dirette ad 
8010関 ti，qua e la nodulose，院mplici，oliva冊、 E∞-150= 5 p.; conidi grandisimi， 
55-65 = 11-14110， diforma (al佃 taod a S con torsione elicoide， othesi agli estremi， 3・
田tati，∞ngli arti∞li mediani piu grossi， olivacei ed a contenuto glanuloso gli est開田i
jalini. 
2) 百 isspecies was described by CAπ'ANEO ('79) with (ollowing diagnosis: 
H. maculans CAn. sp. nov. Stroma dicoideum，阻rn090・fibrosum，日occissirnplicibus， fas-
cicu1atis，町民tis，septatia， luteo(uscis tectum; sporio minutis， oblongis di.tridymis， 15mik. 
long， 6mik. latis. 
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as occuring on rice plant in 1879・ Theconidia of CATTANEO'S s戸ciesare 
very small and 2 -3-celled， and was changed to the name C!.似fosporiu1Z
macu/ans (CATT.) by SACCARDO ('86)， and then α励。oriUHl0.ヴ'zaeSAαARDO 
et SYDOW ('99). The s戸ciescan not be confused with our fungus. 
From the statements， gi問 nabove， the name and synonyms of the pre-
舘 ntfungus are here given: 
Helmintltosporium 0ヴ'ZM，】iREDADE HAAN. 
S)'n. Helmintlto，ザグゼum0りIzae，MIYABE et HORI. 
Syn.昂 '/mintltospor，'u11tmacr，仰ゆm，N. MJURA (not G阻 VIllE).
XllI. Summary. 
1) The rice disease t匂er口n附1
leaf二冶blightγ"ha泊sbeen known a笛5 one of the most serious rice diseases in 
Japan， and is caused by the fungus政 Imintltosporium0ヮ'3MBREDA DE 
HAAN. 
2) The disease attacks al pa巾 ofthe rice plant in aJl the stages of de-
velopment， that is; seedlings， leaves，. culms， necks， heads， grains， etc. 
3) Conidia of this fungus formed on印刷andvarious media were studied 
biometrically， and the range of variation in size of conidia was determined. 
4) This fungus is readily cultured on almost al kinds of media. Variation 
∞curs according to the kinds of media， morphologically. 
5) This fungus is capable of infecting a gr凶 trnany species of gr路 ses，and 
causes brownish leaf spots on them within a few days. 
6) Germ tubes of this fungus are enveloped with mucilaginous sheathes and 
form appressoria at the tips. They are able to pe即位atethe epidermal 
cells of host plants in two ways， one through open stomata， and another 
by breaking the cuticle with the appressoria and infection hyphae. 
7) Susceptibility of conidia of this fungus to various chemical substances was 
tested by the p陀sentwriters. The conidia are very susceptible to the 
solutions of cupper sulphate， corrosive sublimate， silver nitrate， calcium 
hypochloride， formalin， etc.; and these chemicals may serve for出epurpose 
of disinfection of rice seeds against this disease. 
8) The minimum temperatureゐrgermination of conidia is 20C. and the 
maximum 41oC. At these temperatures， the germ tubes are spherical or 
elliptical， and not linear (as normal sha戸). The optimum for the germi-
nation and mycelial growth seems to be 250 to 300C. (rather near 300). 
The thermal d己athpoint， inthe ca目 often minutes exposures， are 500 to 
51'OC. for conidia， and 480 to 5ooC. for mycelium. 
9) The fungus show a vitaIity in culture as long as 943 days (or 2 years 
and 7 months). The conidia as well as the conidiophores舘 rveas source 
of the early infection. 
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P. S. While this paper was under press the writers received， through 
the courtesy of Mr. G. O. OCFEMIA of the Department of Plant Pathology， Uni-
versity of Wisconsin， some diseased rice specimens and also cu1tures of 
American and Philippine strains of島 '/mIlt1to.毛poriumOryzae BREDA DE HAAN. 
About the same time we received also some Javan specimens of rice plant 
泊先ctedwith the same fungus from Director VAN HALL， Institut voor Plan-
tenziekten， Buitenzorg. Further a llumber of cultures of several American 
species of He/minthostorium obtained fi'om various hosts were also民 ntto us 
from Miss L. DOSDALL， Division of Plant Path610gy and Botany， University 
of Minnesota， and from Mr. W. L. BLAIN of the State Plant Board of Mis-
sissippi as well. 
We accept from Prof. L. MONTEMARTINI， R. FARNETI'S posthumous work 
“Sopra il Brusone del巾0"(Atti deU' Ins蜘ti
Pav吋ia丸， 1I. s詑er.Vol. 1凶8，10句9一Iロ22丸，Tav，2却O一2勾9，1921)， and again from Mr. S. 
SANDARARAMAN his paper on“昂ulzintltostoriumdisease of rice" (Agric. Re-
吉earchInstitute， Pusa， No. 128， 7 pp.， 4 pls.， 1922). As al these receipts 
were after our manuscript was sent for the press， they were not cited in this 
paper. After studying these foreign specimens and cultures of HelmintllO・
storium the writers have found some interesting facts， which will be published 
in near future as the progressive report of the present studies in this ‘，Berichte." 
Our hearty thanks are due to the above named contributors for their kind 
supply of materials and papers. 
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Explanation of the plates (Plate lII-IX). 
E玄planationof Plate 11. 
Fig... Rice pl副 15affected with JulntIntno.ヂwおmOryWI!， 5howing the degree of the growlh 
retardatioo of the infected plan15. (A加utone teolb of nat町 alsize.) 
A. 0ロebealtby ordinarily grown rice pl阻 t，free from tbe di提踊ι
B阻 dc. Two rice plaot5， affeeted with HdmIII.必as.μrmlllO.ヴ副I!. Tbeir growtb i5 very 
retarded aod the 5h∞t5 don'l emerge fulJy. 
Fig. 2. Sbowing tbr凹 h田 .vilyiofeeted culms， tbe heads民llreely5bot from their uppum回t
leaves. (，伽etbird of natural size.) 
Tbe 5保15in tbese phot句rapbsa問 shownio 50削，.and ten SII" or one SJ'alm問ualsone 
f∞t. (1 fi∞t = 10.0584 S加)
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PLATE IV. 
Explanation of Plate IV. 
Four culms of rice， beavily affected witb Hdm;"t1lo:pllrium O.ヴ輔ι All 
the heads a同 infected，and回 meof the glumes， leaves and leaf sb回 thesare 
dead aロdcovered witb felt-like blackisb layers of the ∞nidiophar白血dthe 
coロidia. Typiω1 spo也 ofthe be1mintbosporiωe are sbown on tbe leaves of 
the upμr part. (，伽ehalf of natu同1size.) 
PLA1'E IV. 
C. MIYAKE Del. 
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PLATE V. 
Explanation of Plate V. 
Conidiophores of 9tlmn"，ルヂon'um0ワ'flQtformed on the host and on 
cultural media. AJ1 the figures were drawn with the aid of an Abbe cam町a
lucida under Leitz、achromaticobjective No・7combined with 0ωlarNo・4.
and were reduced one balf of the original size of tbe drawiDgs. 
Fig. 1. A cODidiophores formed on a glume of an infected rice plant. 
Fig. 2. Three conidiophores formed from a creepiDg hypha on a glume of an 
infected rice plant. 
Fig. 3. A cODidiopbores {ormed on dead leaves of aD in{ected rice_plant. 
Fig:4・Tbree∞oidiophores formed on dead lea¥'es of an iDfected rice plaDt. 
Fig. S. Conidiophores formed 00 stramed rice cylinder iD an one-week-old 
α11tu問 S.
Fig.6. A認l町otialbody at the base of cooidiopbores. This w担 formedon 
steamed rice cylinder io an ooe-week-old culture. 
Fig.7 aロd8. CODidiopho開staken from a tbree-old-culture on steamed rice 
cylinders. 
PLATE V. 
C. MIYAKE Del. 
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PLATE VI. 
• 
Explanation of Plate VI. 
Showing the variation of shape of the conidia of Hd"，i"tllostoriUlll 0.ヴ匝r
from various駒田ces. The fi思江田 weredrawn from water mount preparation 
under Leitz 4X7 with the aid of a camera-Iucida， and reduced one half of 
originaI size. 
Fig. 1. Conidia formed on Ieaves on an infected rice plant in field. The 
greater parts of tht. conidia are obclavate and curved slightly to one side， 
though some are irregular in shape. 
Fig. 2. Conidia formed on gIumes of an infected rice plant in field. 
Fig.3・Conidiataken from a two-week-old cultu問 onsteamed rice cylinders 
(Strain No. 4S). 
Fig.4・ Conidiataken from a two~week-old culture on rice decoction agar 
plate (Strain No. 4S). 
Fig. S. Conidia taken from a two-week.old culture 0白 nutrientgelation 
rnedium (Straln No・4S).Tbeir shape ismore jπ'egular than those formed 
on any other media used. 
Fig. 6. Gennination of three conidia and a conidiophore of the strain No・4S，
in rice decoction agar plate at a tempetature of z'C. They were drawn 
after IS days' incuhation， showing conspicllously swolIen， spherical germ 
tuhes. 
PLATE VI. 
Fig.l. Fig.3. 
Eヨg.2.
Fig.6. 
Fig.4. 
C. MIYAKE Del. 
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PLATE VII. 
E玄planationof Plate VII. 
Showing the variation of shape of the conidia of U，/mi'nt1uJsjJoril4f1 0つ'%<1'
(Strain No・45).with the exc句tionof Fig. S・ Drawnfrom water mounted 
preparation under Leit:t 4 x 7， and redused one haJf of original si:te. 
Fig. 1. Conidia taken from a tcn.day-old culture on steamed potato cy・
linders 
Fig・2. Conidin taken from a two.week-old culture on steamed eC'g plaot cy. 
lioders. 
Fig. 3. Conidia taken from a ten・-day.oldculture on cherry leaves decoction 
agar. 
Fig. 4- Conidia taken from a two-week-old cultule on steamed maize leaves. 
Fig. s.A sclerotial body which may 1茸叩pposedas an initial body of the 
perithecium of the strain No. 83. formed on steamed maize leaves. The 
culture w錨 ten・day-old. Cross田ctionshowiog cell structure of tbe waJl 
and the contents. The _11 of tbe body w出 darkbrown in color. and 
consisted 2-3 layers of the cells， and the contents were of hyaline cels. 
PLATE VII. 
Fig.4. 
C. MrYAKE Del. 
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PLATE VIII. 
E玄planationof Plate VIII. 
Showing the conidia g町minationBnd hyphae of Lゐl"，inthos.μrium0，ヴー'14. The Figs. 
1-1[ were drawn from fresh materials stained with gentian violet and mounted in water， 
All the figures were drawn under Leitz 4X 7， with the exception of Fig. 9， which w田 drawn
uDder 4X4・ Theywere reduced ODe half of original sIze. 
Fig. 1. Tips of 2 germ tul埠safter 24 hours incul唱tionin water at 30.C. Showing muci-
lagin叫 ssheathes around the germ tubes. 
Fig. 2. Basal end of a cODidillm， from which a germ tube is produced. After four hours' 
incuootion in water at 30.C. Showing mucilagino田 sheatharound the germ tube. 
Fig.3. A∞nldium， from which two germ tubes are produced. After four hours' incuba-
tion in water at 3o.C. Showing mucilaginous sheathes Bround the germ tubes. 
Fig. 4 and S・Surfaceview of stomata and epiderma1 cdls of rice leaves. Showiロgthe 
5tomata1 penetration of the germ tubes， in two hours after inoculation at 3d・C. The 
penetration hyphae are very thin while the germ tubes swell slightly before the 5toma-
lal penetration. 
Fig. 6 and 7・Germtubes， showing the formation of the appr相，soriaat their tips， when the 
germination takes place upon the rice leave5. After three hours' incubation at 30.C. 
Fig. 8. Conidia germinBtion in a drop of water on the副ufaceof slide glass， showing ap-
pres釦 riaformation of the germ tubes. After 15 hours' incubation at 30'C. 
Fig. 9. Germinatiロnof a conidium in a drop of rice decoction on the surface of a slide 
glllSs. After.s hours' incubation at JO"C. (Leitz 4X4). 
Fig. 10. Surface view of a portion of epidermal cells aDd a 5toma of a Iiving maize leaf， 
showing two appressoria at the ends of a germ tube of Hum;ntho，ψ0"おm 0"，血'Ie， and 
intercellular hyphae. Twenty four hours after inoculation at 30.C. 
Fig.lI. S町 faceview of epidermal cells and two stomata of a 1iving maize leaf， showing 
two app問 S回 riaof germ tubes， from which large swollen intercellular hyphBe are in-
troduced. 
Fig. 12. Surface view of the cells of a steamed rice culm， inwhich the hyphae of He，かtin-
thosporium 0ヴ'OIltrun a10Dg the walls of thc ctlls. When the hyphae p幽sthrough the 
walls， they are slightly constricted at the walls. 
Fig. 13. Germination of two conidia and a conidiophore， which were kept at 40.C. for 6 
hours， and tben at 25・C.for 12 hours. At 40・C.they produced swollen spherical germ 
tubes. When the conidia with the spherica1 germ tubes were put to a moderate tem-
perature of 2S.C.， they formed long thin normal germ tubes， from the opherical germ 
tubes or the conidia themselves. 
PLATE VJIl. 
10 
11 
9 
12・
C. MIYAKE Del. 
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PLATE IX. 
E玄planationof Plate IX. 
Showing the gennination of the conidia of昂 IminlhosjoriumOryone upon 
the leaves of rice plant. The figures were drawn from fresh materials， stained 
with gentian violet and mounted in water， under Leilz 4x4 with the aid of a 
camera lucida. This plate w踊 notreduced. 
Fig. J. Surface view of epider血alcelJs of a rice leaf， showing germination of 
appressoria and stomatal penetration. Afler 6 hours at 30oC. 
Fig. 2. Surface view of epidermal ceJ1s of a rice leaf， showing germination of 
conidia， formation of appressoria， penetration of infection hyphae and ac-
cordingly the discoloration of the infected tissues. In the left hand of 
the figure， three stomatal infections are shown. Many yel10w or yellow-
wish brown discolorations w町eformed around the appres釦 riaor the 
penetrated stomata. After 24 hours' incubation at 30oC. 
PLATE IX. 
Fig.2. 
C. MnrAKE Del. 
